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been authorized at JMU. Our projects will
include a new library for the campus east

plane, the arts can contribute significantly

ofinterstate 81, major renovations of Har-

to one's success after college. Writer/editor

rison Hall and Burruss Hall, and extensive

Norman Cousins points out: "Without the

infrastructure work on our heating facilities and handicapped accessibility.

successfully calls for skills in dealing with

ects for JMU is a two-building com-

people, for being able to comprehend the

plex for the arts -

connection between cause and effect, and

a Center for the

Arts and a Music Recital Hall. Just

the ability to carry the burdens placed on

under $51 million will be allocated

the individual in a free society. The arts help

from the bond issue for these two

to prepare the human mind for such needs:'

projects. In addition, JMU will look to

There is little debate over the impor-

other friends of the university to raise
an additional $10 million necessary to
construct these long-awaited facilities.
The arts center and recital hall represent more than bricks and mortar. They
demonstrate JMU's commitment to the arts
and a renewed confirmation of the intrinsic
role the arts play in a student's total education -

whether it be on the primary, ele-

mentary, secondary or collegiate level.
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On Election Day, Virginia voters made

Sadly, when funds dwindle at our

an unequivocal statement about the impor-

schools and colleges, administrators and

tance of public higher education when they

elected officials too often look at the arts as

overwhelmingly approved a $900.5 million

an area to bear the brunt of the reduction in

s
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tance of the arts to the community's cultural development. The completion of our
arts complex, which will be across Main
Street from the original campus, will be a
tremendous asset not only for JMU but
also for the entire Shenandoah Valley.
Finally, and most importantly, the arts
are invaluable to the individual. There
are two types of education, according to
John Adams: "One teaches us how to make
a living, and the other how to live."
The arts indeed show us how to live.
The arts are integral to every person's life.
Our personal, social, economic and cultural environments are shaped by the arts.

bond issue for higher education facilities. I

funds. Programs in the arts, unfortunately,

want to extend my deepest thanks to every

are sometimes seen as expendable niceties

The arts surround us in everyday life:

not as essential components to becom-

from the design of a cereal box to the mas-
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arts, education is not education, but vocational training. Practicing one's profession

The centerpiece of the bond proj-

the generosity of alumni, parents and

M

On a less lofty, but still quite important

Virginian who backed the bond issue.

-

ing "educated and enlightened citizens," as

terpieces at the National Gallery of Art,

bond issue from members of the James

JMU's mission statement declares. This is

from MTV to the New York Philharmonic,

Madison University family throughout

clearly wrong. The arts are not peripheral to

from community theater to Broadway,

the state. Alumni, parents of students, the

education; they are at the core of education.

from the Macarena to the Bolshoi Ballet.

faculty and staff, and students all rallied to

Twenty-four centuries ago, Plato

the cause and helped the bond issue pass

expressed a truth that has stood the test

lives, and any great university has a respon-

by nearly a 3-to-l margin. In addition to

of time: "The patterns of the arts are the

sibility to enhance their presence in our

providing much-needed facilities for Vir-

key to all learning."

society. The new arts complex will be a key

There was tremendous support for the

The arts are an essential part of our

ginia colleges, the vote was a powerful

The arts are fundamental to total educa-

element in making James Madison Univer-

show of support for the value of public

tion because they are directly connected to

sity an even stronger force in this vital field.

higher education.

the human experience. They deal with rep-

JMU will receive more funding from

resentations of life as we know it, or per-

the bond issue than will any other college or

haps as how it should be. One cannot study

university in the state. Over the next six or

the arts without touching on other fields

Linwood H. Rose

seven years, $99.9 million in projects have

and gaining some understanding of them.
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CROONING AND
CROWING AT
HOMECOMING
While Phil Vassar ('85) croons his top
country tunes to usher in Homecoming,
JMU crows over the grand opening of the
Leeolou Alumni Center, a place for alumni
to call home and reconnect.

Ca,ey 'li'lllplcton ('06)

LIVING IN EXILE
On the 700th anniversary of Dante's exile, scholars
gather at JMU with professor Giuliana Fazzion to

FURTHER PURSUITS

6 Professors You Love:

discuss the impact personal and political exile has

Sydney Nguyen ('91 J applauds
the CoB's Kent Zimmerman

had on the arts and throughout history.

PARADISE OR
PURGATORY?
It still comes down to human nature. As JMU
develops leadership in biotechnology manufacturing
education, JMU scientists say the field of genetics

1

Campus unplugs as high-tech
alumni introduce wireless Internet

10 High art high notes: new voice
professor directs students in
the operetta Die Fledermaus

holds the potential for both miracles and misdeeds.

12 All my children: Parents Council
POWERHOUSE
PROSECUTOR
In these days of Enron and WorldCom, one of JMU's
'

" own, hard-nosed Isabel Mercedes Cumming ('84), is

lifers serve with a smile

15 Fab four lead field hockey
on field and in classroom

on the job prosecuting white-collar crime in Maryland.
Cover photo by Tyler Mallory

THE TRUTH
COMES OUT
Campus life wasn't as goody-two-shoes as Madison
College alumni have led us to believe all these years.
They own up to some surprising tales at their
reunion "Confessionals."

Montpelier tells the JMU story by telling
the stories of JMU people.

all together one™
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I followed JMU baseball ["Congratulations
Diamond Dukes;' Summer 2002 J as they headed
to the NCAA Regional Tournament and thought
that they might break the most-wins record,
which the l 980-8 l volleyball team had taken
from baseball years ago. That record was 45 wins.
So I believe the 1980-81 volleyball team still
holds the school record for wins.
I brought my son to visit JMU when he was
looking for a college. I was delighted when T
picked up a volleyball media guide and saw the
most wins record that our team had set in 1980.
Unfortunately, the nell."t media guide l received
from volleyball had eliminated all of the records
set during the AIAW years.
Women's athletics were not as popular then as
they are now. We played because we loved the
game and many times were ridiculed instead of
supported as accomplished athletes and teams.
However, beca use of our persistence, female
athletes today receive the recognition and support
that they need to excel in their chosen sport. Congratulations to the baseball team for a fine season. Maybe they will break the record next year.
Sharon Barr Spalding ('81)
Physical education professor
Mary Baldwin College
Staunton, Va.
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fflASTERPERSOD
I find the article about "JMU's Favorite
Monarchist" [history professor Lee Congdon,
Fall 2002 issue] a masterpiece of writing about
a masterperson.
Theodore Leach
Alexandria, Va.

A REfflARHABlE womAn
JMU lost an exceptional staff person on Feb.
25, 2002. Nancy Wampler Carrier worked in
dining services in a variety of capacities since
1981. I was fortunate to work with her from
1983 to 1987 as a student employee in the dining
hall and in Dinner Theatre. She was a remarkable woman who touched the lives of many of
us. She never coddled us, but she took care of us

FIDO fflORE ...

cherish today. Nancy died of colon
cancer at the age of 58. She will be
sorely missed by many of us, and I know that
many who knew her, loved and respected her
and may not know that she is gone.
Lesley L. McPhatter {'86, '87M)
Madison Heights, Va.

unBRIDlED PRAISE
T wanted to compliment the staff on the terrific job you've done in the last few years with
the m agazine. I've rea lly enjoyed keeping up
with JMU through you.
Kevin Coffey ('96)
Charlottesville, Va.

•

Thanks for the terrific article ["Nothin' Soft
About It," Summer 2002] on our first softba ll
season. We have heard so much positive response
from everyone who has seen it.
Katie Flynn
JMU Head Softball Coach

•
Well, your latest issue [Fall 2002] was again
superb or excellent, take your choice. I am always
amazed over the number of s tories and th e
inclusion of minorities in your editions. The
layouts are simply marvelous. Great job.
James 0 . Wadley
Affirmative Action Officer
JMU Office of Affirmative Action

fflORTPELIER WEUOfflES lEnERS about
stories and issues raised in the magazine. Letters
are subject to editing, and not all letters can be
published, nor ca n they be returned. Letters
must include your name, address and daytime
phone number or e-mail address. So that we
can properly identify you to readers, please tell
us your class year or whether you are a parent,
professor or student. Anonymous letters will not
be published. Send your letters to "22807,"
Montpelie,; Medical Arts West, MSC 5718, JMU,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807 or m ontpelier@jmu.edu.
Sports news and Duke Club:
www.jmusports.com

For all the news that doesn't fit,
visit Montpelier and the Full Monty online. Go
to www.jmu.edu/ montpelier for the companion

Montpelier Web site and then click on the Full
Monty icon to find additional stories at the
Montpelier supplemental Web site.

... JMU happenings at these sites
and online newsletters:
Alumni Association: www.jmu.edu/alumni
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With a grant from the Arts Council of the Valley and paint donated

The arts council called for submissions on the theme, Valley

by Sherwin Williams, JMU professors and students boosted the spirit

Fourth: A New American Tradition. "This design reflects our free-

of downtown Harrisonburg with the mural Forever May She Wave. The

doms locally;' says Zielanski. "Within the flag image are scenes of

mural is on the side of the Sherwin Williams building on Main Street.

famous local places, government buildings and seals, Mennonite

Mural designer and project director Trudy Cole-Zielanski is a
graphic design professor and assistant director of the School of Art

heritage, and other images of freedom. It was a lot of fun to work
on a project with my colleagues and so many students."

and Art History. Fellow mural painters included members of the arts

Zielanski has also designed murals near Rockingham Memorial

council; summer session art professors, Lynn George, Kate Monger,

Hospital and for the United Way's First Step. She also designed

Beryl Solla and Mary Shira; and students from their summer classes.

many of JMU's departmental and program logos.'4,
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James ffladisan Day is marEh 19
Marsh enlisted in the Army
in 1944 and became a second
lieutenant at the age of 19.
After serving overseas during
World War II, he served in the
Army Reserve and in the Virginia National Guard, from
which he retired as a lieutenant colonel.

Other highlights of James

R

on Ford's cabinet as counselor

Madison Day will include the

w

to the president. In mid-1977,

announcement of the winner

N

Marsh returned to practicing

of a student writing contest

private law.

spo nsored by the st ud ent

President Ronald Reagan

group, the Madison Historians.

named Marsh secretary of

The contest will focus on all

the Army in 1981, a position

aspects of James Madison's life.

he held until 1989, making

Retiring faculty members

his the longest tenure of any

and the James Madison Citi-

In 1951, Marsh received a

U.S. military secretary. Marsh

zenship Award winner will be

"Jack" Marsh Jr., former sec-

law degree from Washington

received the Distinguished

recognized, and the university

retary of the Army and U.S.

and Lee University and prac-

Public Service Award from

will also recognize scholarship

congressman, will address

ticed private law for nearly a

the Department of Defense an

donors and recipients.

the university on March 19

decade. He was elected to the

unprecedented six times and

For more information on

as keynote speaker for James

U.S. House of Representatives

the President's Citizen's Medal

James Madison Day events,

Madison Day 2003.

The Honorable John 0 .

I
E

Gerald Ford. He also served

in 1962 and completed four

for Public Service. Marsh has

call Glenda Rooney, associate

Marsh, known for his life-

terms. In 1973, Marsh served

taught law courses at Virginia

vice president for parent and

long work in law and in service

as assistant secretary of defense

Military Institute, The College

constituent relations, at (540)

to the military, also served two

and later as national security

of William & Mary and George

568-3193.'4,

U.S. presidents.

adviser for Vice President

Mason University.

-Allison Mall ('04)
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man's far right let out a loud
gasp, realizing that they would
have to remember and say
everyone's name in the circle.
I learned that of all my
classes, this was one of the
only ones where I knew first
and last names of my class-

ZIMMERMAN'S LAW: BE A SWAN IF YOU WANT TO

mates (at least those sitting to
my right!). I learned on that
first day of class that it is possible to learn the names of a
room full of people, and I have
made a concerted effort to
continue this practice throughout my 11-year career at American Management Systems. It
has, on more than one occasion, proven to be a lesson
worth remembering.
Professor Zimmerman

6

helped shape my attitude

J
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toward work, a lesson that has
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continued to bring me success
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throughout my career. Our
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During one class period, we
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were divided into six groups

Cl

of four to five students with
Kent Zimmerman gets down to business.

person on his left, flashed a

each group occupying a differ-

His lectures were masterpiece performances. This manage-

huge grin and asked his name.

ent area of the room.

ment professor's SO-minute lectures were presented in such a

The student gave his first

Dr. Zimmerman walked

unique and memorable way, that the lessons have remained with

name, and Dr. Zimmerman

to each group and pulled one

me my whole life.
Of cours e, he alwa ys

I knew Dr. Zimmerman's

prodded him for his full

person out into the hall. Of

name. Smiling a little wider,

the six people pulled into the

helped students after class

management class was going

he then asked the next per-

hall, three were told to be ex-

and gave one-on-one confer-

to be outstanding from the

son in the circle to repeat the

tremely positive about the

ences. But where I truly

first lesson. On that first day,

first young man's name and

assignment we were given, and

learned and cheered for more

we walked in, chose seats

then to tell the class his own

the other three were told to

was in my chair each day in

and were instructed by Dr.

name. As he moved on to the

be extremely negative. The

Management and Creativity

Zimmerman to form a circle

third person in the circle, he

assignment was to draw a

class. The wisdom Dr. Zim-

with our chairs. Dr. Zimmer-

grinned again and queried,

farm scene. Each group was

merman imparted in class

man was seated straight across

"You get the picture?" The

equipped with paper, crayons

was inspirational.

from me. He turned to the

folks seated to Dr. Zimmer-

and, of course, the one secretly

"positive" or "negative" team

workplace. I always try to re-

member. My group was in-

member to be optimistic, posi-

vaded by a student who en-

tive and cognizant of how I

joyed the covert negativity.

approach difficult situations.

As we drew our scenes,

Thank you, Dr. Zimmer-

"Ms. Negative" really began to

man, for this one simple les-

bother me. I've always tried to

son. I learned how and why

be an optimistic and outgoing

to be strong in the face of ad-

person. As this student com-

versity, to persevere in tough

plained in utter disgust and

times, to be a swan if I want to.

refused to help draw, I decided

-SydneyStantoNguyen ('91 )

Internet to JMU
Some wired alumni are helping to "unplug" JMU. Last fall, JMU's

that I was not going to be
responsible for drawing all

About the Professor

Technology Alumni Group and the College of Integrated Science

the things you would find in

Kent Zimmerman joined the

and Technology installed wireless communication into key areas of

a farm scene. I am no artist,

faculty in 1975. When not

campus to help students prepare for the (un)wired workplace.

and the thought of sharing a

teaching management courses,

"Wireless is the way it is in the business world;' says Tom Carr ('84),

scene drawn mostly by me

he keeps busy as a scuba

a founding TAG member. "Without it, you're held hostage by the

was frightening.

instructor and actor in local

plug." Carr, the major account manager of Cisco Systems, set up the
wireless network with donations from Cisco and TAG members.

At the end of the allotted

theater productions. He is a

time, we had to post our pic-

member of the Eastern Acad-

tures on the wall. Groups with

emy of Management Board

with a wireless card to log on to the Internet from any location fit-

a negative influence posted

and president of the Shenan-

ted with an access point. The technology works for both desktop and

Wireless communication makes it possible for computers fitted

drawings with sparse scenes

doah Valley Kiwanis Club. He

laptop computers. "With this technology, students have the freedom

-

no animals, few structures,

served 12 years on the Organi-

to work wherever, to pick up and go;' says Frank Marvin ('84), a

no imagination. Groups with

zational Behavior Teaching

founding member of TAG and vice president of business develop -

a positive influence had elabo-

Society Board of Directors.

ment for interactive marketing at AOL.

rate drawings full of details
like farm animals, rainbows,

Wireless communication is available to students and professors in

About the Author

the Leeolou Alumni Center, the College Center, Carrier Library, War-

Sydney Stanto

ren Hall, Taylor Down Under, and the center hallways in the Health

My first reaction when we

Nguyen is a prin-

and Human Services Building and ISAT/CS building. Access points are

got the assignment was to draw

cipal for Ameri-

also available in portions of Zane Showker Hall.

suns and tractors.
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a lake and swan in our scene,

can Management

but I allowed "Ms. Negative"

Systems, where she has worked

Health sciences major Regan O'Donnell ('04) says, "It's so convenient to be able to work on computers that aren't in labs -

I can

to discourage me. I should

since graduating in 1991. She's

use the Internet while I'm studying at a table in the hallway in ISAT

have stretched my own swan

responsible for configuration

without having to stop what I'm doing and go to a lab."

wings. I kicked myself for not

management for the AMS

Alumni in technology and business fields established TAG two

being strong-willed enough

financial system. She and Lam

years ago when they noticed a huge increase of graduates in the tech-

to overcome negativity -

live in Northern Virginia with

nology field - a 450 percent growth in the last five years. In addition

a

lesson that has stuck with me

their children, Evan, 5, and

to bringing the wireless world to JMU, TAG members have formed a

and served me well in the

Jacqueline, 2. ~

business Web, where anyone interested in the field can meet electroni-

Tell us about the Professors you L VE
Tell Montpelier about that special JMU professor. If your entry is
published, you will receive $100. Entries may be edited for content and length. Send submissions to montpelier@jmu.edu or to
Montpelier, 26 Medical Arts, MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA
22807. Include your name and daytime phone number.

cally to share ideas and information and receive updates on opportunities in the technology field. To join, visit https://tag.jmu.edu/.
"Since TAG is such a young organization we are still developing
expectations, but so far, it has accomplished everything we wanted it
to," says CISAT Dean Jerry Benson.~

-Allison Mall ('04)
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Flannery O'Connor, A Life

University of Tenn essee Press, 2002
By Jean W. Cash; ISBN 1-57233- 192- 5
ngli sh professor Jean Cash, who has taught the works of
•

Southern writer Flannery O'Connor for 25 years, has written
the first full-length biography of the National Book Award winner best
known for her powerful short stories of often grotesque characters.

Flannery O'Connor, A Life chronicles the life of the woman who wrote
32 short stories, two novels and numerous literary reviews during a
lifetime that spanned only 39 years from 1925 to 1964, when she died
from complications from lupus. Cash conducted interviews with
classmates and teachers from O'Connor's days at Peabody High School
and Georgia State College for Women. "The interviews that I did with
people that she knew are a strong point of the biography," says Cash.
"... O'Connor had an absolute ear for the way Southern people talk."

Living in the Appalachian Forest:
True Tales of Sustainable Forestry

Stackpole Books, 2002
By Chris Bolgiano; ISBN: 0811728455
9

MU special collections librarian Chris Bolgiano's third book
•

s a thought-provoking look at how man and nature coexist
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within the Appalachian Forest, the world's most diverse temperate
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woodlands. Eighty percent of the forest is privately owned by the
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ancestors of homesteaders, outsiders who've bought large and small
tracts, absentee landlords and landowners, private groups and institutions, and giant corporations. Living in the Appalachian Forest
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details ways that forest lands can be put in trust and protected
against abuses and describes the concept of sustainable logging,
which leaves the best trees in place to reproduce. Bolgiano's interviews with a diverse group of landowners and her own experiences
as a landowner illustrate the private forest's past, present and future
and individuals whose livelihoods revolve around the forest. Bolgiano owns 112 acres of Appalachian woodlands near Fulks Run,
Va., and is author of The Appalachian Forest and Mountain Lion.

A Passion for Freedom

Kendall/Hunt Publishing, 2002
Edited by Mary Louise Loe; ISBN: 0-7872-9634-1

Passion for Freedom: Personal Stories on Human Rights, edited
•

by history professor Louise Loe, features personal stories,
memories and affirmations by human rights leaders such as Mohandas Gandhi, the Dalai Lama, Nelson Mandela, Viktor Frankl, Andrei
Sakharov, Violeta Morales and several Afghani women.
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STUDEDTS STAliE THE WALTZ HID1i'S PARTY
Staging this operetta requires students to be at the top of their

A young man fakes right, then left, and down through the middle. With a triple spin, he begins waltzing and toasting and singing.
"The timing of this is more complicated than a football play;'
says JMU voice professor Dorothy Maddison during one of the
rehearsals for Die Fledermaus, the fall 2002 student operetta.

game on every level, says Maddison, who joined the JMU faculty
last fall. "If you are in musical theater, you need to be a triple threat
-

dancing, singing and acting skills have to be balanced;' she says.
The November production of Die Fledermaus, a School of Music

In circular motion, students whirl 'round the practice room in

and School of Theatre and Dance collaboration, "was a wonderful

the Music Building. Their singing crescendos as students become a

opportunity for students to work as a team," Maddison says. "You

blur of colors and sound. Then - a crash. Silence. The cherub statue

can't have opera or music theater without collaboration. If everybody

representing the set's stairwell has taken a tumble and broken cleanly

was the world's best singer, we'd never get a lighting design done.

in half. "It's the same as drilling for football plays, except cherub

The second chair clarinet is just as important as the lead soprano."

heads can be broken," Maddison laughs.

Die Fledermaus, set in Vienna in 1890, is considered the most

Students in these two schools also work together on the annual
spring musical. The 2003 production will be Pippin. "Having the

operatic of all operettas. Written by the waltz king Johann Strauss,

theater and dance and music students work so closely teaches them

the story follows Dr. Falke (played by sophomore Justin Leighty),

to respect each other's disciplines," Maddison adds. "That division

who once was tricked into walking the streets of Vienna dressed as

[between music and theater in academia] is sort of artificial. In the

a fiedermaus (a bat). He realizes his revenge by inviting philanderer

real world, it doesn't exist."

Gabriel von Eisenstein (played by junior Dorian Balis) to a party

Maddison, whose soprano voice earned her acclaim in Euro-

attended by lots of beautiful women and a disguised Mrs. Eisen-

pean opera houses for 20 years, came to JMU in part because of its

stein (played by junior Jessie Sutherland).

new emphasis in musical theater. First offered in 1994, the disci-

Leighty says, "This was hard work, but it was a great experience.

pline has transformed into a Bachelor of Music with an emphasis in

Dr. Maddison is an awesome music director. She knows her stuff."

musical theater. The concentration " received full accreditation

•,

ational Association of Schools of Music in 2001, fol-

singers' voices don't reach maturity until age 28, music theater

lowing the reaccreditation evaluation of the entire School of

gives students the background to work in musicals and music the-

Music," says music professor John Little. "As an emphasis program,

aters until they are ready for opera."

it is one of two interdisciplinary major programs in the School of

Shannon Dove ('96), scenic designer for the operetta, says the

Music, with a curriculum that includes courses from both the School

collaboration of theater and music was a positive experience for

of Music and the School of Theater and Dance."

him as a student. "When I was here, the theater and dance depart-

Maddison began her academic career in 1995 after receiving
her master's and doctoral degrees from Arizona State University.

ments weren't as big, and everyone had to do everything. I
thought that was a really good thing for me."

She started her musical career as a child violinist. "Because my

Stewart Holt, visiting professor and stage director for the operetta,

mother was a voice teacher, I was bound and determined not to be

says that JMU students demonstrate the versatility needed to perform

a singer," she says. Her mother taught choral groups for many years

in musical theater. "I think JMU students come with a really well-

in Minnesota.

prepared palette for something like this."

But an inspiring college teacher changed Maddison's musical

Directing their voices to enunciate, illuminate and entertain,

aspirations. "In a way, it was a natural transition," she says. "In

Maddison coaches the students to a musical triumph. "No one per-

another way, it was a complete surprise."

son can do it. It's a team activity;' she explains. "The kids -

Musical theater prepares students to be in musicals and operas,
"a powerful combination," according to Maddison. "Because opera

I can't

tell you what a joy it is to work with them.'~

- Donna Dunn ('94)

(Opposite) Leslie Moruza as "Rosalinda," Kevin Murphy as
"Dr. Blind" and Dorian Balis as "Gabriel von Eisenstein."
(Below left and clockwise) Erin Driscoll; Matt Barclay with
Moruza; Beth Maskey and Carolyn Greco with Balis; and part
of the ensemble led by Justin Senense; music director Dorothy
Maddison and orchestra conductor Robert McCashin.

S'Pirit
Lifers serve the Parents
Council with a smile

Lane adds, "It's a challenge

Al laughs, "After our last

Rick and Lane Witthoefft have

for a university to meet the

son graduated, I bought the

served the council since 1993.

needs and strengths of individ-

sweatshirt with the biggest

Parents Council co-chairs

Their youngest son , Brian,

ual students. But all three of our

block JMU letters on it that I

graduates in May, following

sons did well. I wish every par-

could find. I tease my family

two older brothers, Jason ('97)

ent could serve on the Parents

that it's my $150,000 sweat-

and Ned ('Ol ). Both business

Council. We've been enriched

shirt. All kidding aside, it was

majors, Jason works for Capi-

by many new friendships."

tal One Bank, and Ned is a

Holding the record for the

always an honor to represent
JMU. The more we thought

most years served on the Par-

we were giving, the more we

Once you become a parent,

Rick is an attorney with

ents Council are Aurel "Al"

got in return as far as being

you're a parent forever, the say-

Hirschler Fleischer in Rich-

and Pat Menard of Virginia

informed and feeling a part of

ing goes. Even as their children

mond. Lane is a homemaker

Beach. The Menards served the

the university."

have become adults, the Witt-

and part-time sales consultant

council for 11 years ( 1989-

The Menards chaired the

hoeffts and Menards can attest

for Southern Living at Home.

2000) while their three chil-

Parents Council's admissions

dren attended JMU.

and finance committees, and

mortgage banker.

that parents never stop worry-

"We've been consistently

or serving. These cou-

impressed with the quality of

Al is vice president of sales

ples hold the record for serv-

people and leadership among

for Tidewater Technical Serv-

opportunity to meet fantastic

ing the longest on the JMU

JMU's administration," says

ices, an industrial contracting

people and gifted students, all

by send-

Rick. "There's a real commit-

firm. Pat is guidance director

of whom added to the family

ment to planning and vision."

at Larkspur Middle School.

atmosphere at JMU."

selected from a field of 400

operations department of the

events and served as a liaison

applicants for the internships.

National Symphony Orches-

among performing artists,

Thornton, a communica-

tra. She is a member of the

their man agers and th e

tion studies major, worked

JMU Symphony Orchestra

Kennedy Center.

at the Kennedy Center Arts

and the Chamber Symphony

ing -

Parents Council -

ing three kids to JMU.

Pat says, "This was a wonderful
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Students and alumni land
competitive Kennedy
Center internships

Laura Miller ('02), a thea-

Alliance Education Network,

Orchestra. She also serves as

ter and dance major from

which coordinates state arts

an admissions assistant in the

Reston, worked in the youth

JMU School of Music.

Two students and three

alliances. She helped with

alumni held internships dur-

the national conference for

Three alumni who interned

and family programming
office. She wrote a grant appli-

ing summer and fall 2002 at

state Alliances for Arts Edu-

for the Kennedy Center were

cation, secured the visit of a

the John F. Kennedy Center

cation. Thornton is a member

chosen from a pool of 120

storyteller from Pennsylvania

for the Performing Arts in

of the JMU Chorale and has

applicants for the fall intern-

and worked on the Youth and

Washington, D.C.

helped non-English-speaking

ship program. Sean Costello

Family Programs Web page.

first-graders at Stone Spring

('Ol), a history major from

She was assistant stage mana-

Elem entary School.

Oak Hill, Va., worked with the

ger for the American Place

Seniors Megan Thornton
of Mechanicsburg, Pa., and
Kate Preston of Roanoke were

Preston, a music perform-

jazz programming depart-

Theatre's Literature to Life

among 22 summer interns

ance major, worked in the

ment. H e coordinated jazz

production of Zora.

Their daughter, Micheline
"Mickey" Me nard ('93 ), is
completing courses at JMU
(conducting a student-teaching
experience this spring) to earn
an early childhood education
teaching certificate. Business
grad uate Jim Menard ('96)
works for Accenture and is
married to Robyn Manuel
Menard ('96), a CPA for Navigant Consulting. Joe Menard
('00), also a business graduate, is a project manager for
Adamson Development.
For more information on
the )MU Parents Council, call
Glenda Rooney, associate vice

JMU President Linwood H. Rose is not chasing gophers on the Quad. He's helping Lillian Ledford
('03) and a Harrisonburg High School student excavate a test pit -

a I-foot-square excavation unit

that is dug according to natural stratigraphy- at Big Meadows in Shenandoah National Park.
JMU students in the 25-year-old summer archaeological field school give public tours of the m eadow
that anthropology professor Carole Nash describes as "a world heritage ecological site." The students

president for university rela-

explain archaeological methods and findings to park visitors interested in the high-elevation meadow

tions and liaison to the Parents

that once drew native peoples from as far away as 70 miles, perhaps for hunting.

Council, at (540) 568-3192.~

Through a cooperative agreement with the SNP, JMU's sociology and anthropology professors and
students locate as many archaeological sites as possible at Big Meadows. The park is developing a long-term

Brandi Rose ('OO), a cum

management plan and needs to know what's there. Nash and her students dig test pits every 50 feet along

laude music major from Cul-

a grid to sample the meadow. In the third year of the field school, students studied how long-term climate

peper, worked in the education

changes affected the use of the meadow. Students have also documented a World War II mountain warfare

department's Professional

training camp, an 1850s homestead from one of the pre-Park families, 14 Native American sites and evi-

Development Opportunities

dence of prehistoric activity. "Watching the students move from being introductory students to being

for Teachers program. She

practicing archaeologists is incredibly satisfying," says Nash. ~

land to integrate the arts with
other core subjects and coordinated evening workshops for
area teachers.
The Kennedy Center nurtures new works and artists,
serves as a national leader
in arts education and is the
nation's largest performing
internships for students and
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The trio will conduct field
tests, review illustrations, and
edit and write entries. "Virginia
biologists, environmentalists

researchers have wan ted a

and conservationist working to

state flora for decades," says

publish Flora of Virginia. The

McMullen. "You'll see lots of

encyclopedia-type book will

botanists in the state smiling."

catalog nearly 4,000 species
and be the first book published

Wind power

about Virginia plants in more

Virginia's anemometer loan

.IL,:;

than 400 years. "There is no

p rog ram, administered by

complete coverage of the

JMU and established by the

species of Virginia;' says Ren -

Department of Energy's Wind

graduates interested in arts

Flora at Uirginia

education and performing arts

Biology professors Michael

froe. The professors are mem-

Powering Initiative, supports

management. Learn more at

Renfroe, Jennifer Clevinger and

bers of the Flora Advisory

landowners' interest in wind

www.kennedy-center.org/. ~

Conley McMullen are part of a

Board, providing technical

energy through the loan o f

team of three dozen botanists,

assistance to the book project.

anemometers and educa tio n

- Michelle Hite ('88)
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helped 13 schools in Washington, D.C., Virginia and Mary-
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Advancement VP assembles development team
as JMU aspires to an even greater vision

the university's fund-raising
helm last spring, has assembled JMU's development team.
Stafford, vice president for uni14

versity advancement, also

J

directs JMU's alumni, parents

A
M

and media relations, market-

E
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I

s

ing, communicatio ns and
creative services. She previously served as vice president
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for advancement at the univer-

of planned giving, works with

ticket operations. He also

donors to plan gifts of stock,

heads the campaign for the

bequests, charitable gift annu-

Athletics Performance Facility.

ities, charitable lead trusts,

Mark Wharton, executive

deferred charitable gift annu-

director of athletics develop-

ities and gifts of life insurance.

ment, cultivates capital gifts

Steve Smith ('7 l ,'75M)

and endowments. He works

and Lisa Horsch ('9 1,'95M)
are capital gifts officers who

state funding, private

raise major gifts for JMU.

giving becomes a key for the

Smith returned to JMU in

university. Rose says, "Private

2001; he had served JMU pre-

support is imperative if we

viously as director of alumni

are to provide the student

relations and assistant direc-

scholarships, faculty support

tor of admissions.

with the Duke Club, its advisory board and Shenandoah
Valley Chapter volunteers.
Nick Langridge ('OO) is
associate director of athletics
development and the Duke
Club. He is the liaison to Duke

Jeff Gilligan heads the

Club chapter volunteers in

Madison Fund, which raises

Northern Valley, Northern

Last year, JMU raised a

more than $500,000 annually

Virginia, Baltimore and Phila-

record $6 millio n in private

with the help of 45 student

delphia and manages the Duke
Club Annual Fund.

and the facilities necessary to
fully satisfy our mission."

funds. The university recently

callers. Assisting Gilligan is

announced that it was seeking

Amy Waters ('98M), who

Pete Laver ('O 1) joined the

$17 million in private funds

supervises student callers, and

staff last fall as assistant direc-

for new theater and music re-

directs the Senior Class Chal-

tor of athletics development.

cital hall facilities and for an

lenge, direct mail program and

He is liaison to Duke Club

Athletics Performance Facility.

the faculty/staff campaign.

chapter volunteers in Freder-

meet the team

Wendy Jaccard ('97M),

icksburg, Charlotte, Charlottes-

director of donor relations, is

ville, Richmond, Staunton,

sities of South Florida, Hous-

Thomas Piazze

responsible for donor stew-

ton and Akron.

Jr. and Ted Sudol,

ardship and events.

"JMU is fortu nate to have

the newest mem-

Dr. Stafford in this important

bers of the devel-

leadership position," says JMU

opment team, joined the staff

The development officers

President Linwood H. Rose.

last fall. Piazze, associate vice

coordinate their efforts with
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With pending reductions
in

Kathy L. Stafford, who took

H

AthletiEs fundraising

"She has proven herself as a

president for development/

athletics fundraising, which

fundraiser, having planned

institutional advancement,

is headed by Geoff Polglase

and conducted capital cam-

oversees and coordinates all

('85), associate athletics direc-

paigns at two universities and

facets of university fundrais-

tor for development and mar-

leading a successful effort at

ing, including annual, capital,

keting. Polglase oversees ath-

South Florida that generated

planned, corporate and foun-

letics fundraising, marketing,

$220 million."

dation giving. Sudol, director

sports media relations and

Raleigh, Hampton Roads and
Roanoke. He advises the Student Duke Club and athletics
department fundraising.~
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Excellence
James Madison University
extends its sincere thanks to
the following donors for making
a difference at ]MU. Between
Aug. 13 and Oct. 31, 2002, these
friends made charitable gifts
of$50,000 or more. Their contributions help ]MU increase
its margin of excellence in
higher education.

Estate of Leona K. Barlow
Manassas, Va.
Leona K. Barlow Scholarship

]MU field hockey's Jab four seniors:
No. 9 Carrie Phillips, No. 22 Ryan
Shean, No. 23 Kiernan Raffo and
No. 14 Elize van Ballegooie.
seniors, leadership is important to success. We take pride
in treating every individual on
this team with equal respect
and friendship."
Red-shirt senior Kiernan
Raffo of Virginia Beach is cocaptain and goalie. She earned
2001 All-CAA Second Team

Seniors bust amove on the field and in the classroom
JMU's field hockey team, ranked in the Top 10 most of the season,
capitalized on the leadership of four seniors who excel in the classroom and on the field. Scholar-athletes Elizabeth "Elize" van Ballegooie,
Carrie Phillips, Kiernan Raffo and Ryan Shean led the team to a 13-9
record and No. 12 national ranking after NCAA tournament play.
Each senior has received CAA and Verizon Scholar-Athlete honors.

and All-Tournament Team
honors. Kiernan's career totals

NFHCA All-South Region

include an impressive 80 saves,

First Team and All-CAA First

a .650 saves percentage and a

Team. In 2001, she was named

2.58 goals-against average.

All-CAA Second Team player

Field hockey coach Irene

and CFHCA National Acade-

Horvat was named to the 2002

mic Squad member. She's also

Atlantic Coast Conference 50th

a member of the Golden Key

Anniversary Field Hockey

15

International Honor Society.

Team. Her three-year record at

M
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N

Opening the season ranked

what to expect," says the right

The co-captain says, "In terms

JMU is 37-27 (.578). The for-

No. 5 by the STX/National

midfielder and defender. The

of friendship, this is the closest

mer two-time All-American

T
p
E
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Field Hockey Coaches Asso-

trip across the Atlantic was

team I've played on at JMU.

goalkeeper was a 1994 All-ACC

ciation Top 20 Poll, the team

worth it for JMU and van Bal-

Our focus is playing for each

player at the University of

won its first five games and

legooie, who packs impressive

other and maintaining unity."

Maryland and a 1992 and 1994

N

ACC All-Tournament honoree.

T
E
R

moved up to No. 4. Hovering

honors, including 2001 CAA

Forward and midfielder

between fourth and eighth

Defensive Player of the Year

Carrie Phillips of Macungie,

"Our seniors are represen-

through midseason, the team

and 2002 NFHCA All-South

Pa., has a career total 44 points

tative of what it truly means

faced tough competition, as 13

Region Second Team honors.

and 12 assists. Last season,

to be a student -athlete," says

She was named to the 2001

she was All-CAA Second Team

Horvat. "Each is a member of

earned votes in NFHCA polls.

All-South Region First Team,

and second in assists for the

the same successful program

The Dukes tied for third in the

the All-CAA First Team, the

JMU squad. She earned the

sharing similar athletic goals,

CAA and earned an at-large

All-State Sports Information

Eddy Dalton Special Educa-

yet they are each unique in

bid to the NCAA tournament.

Directors' Team and the ECAC

tion Award for the outstanding

personality and approach to

The team has reached the

Second Team All-Stars. She

student in the JMU School of

life, athletics and academics.~

NCAA tournament six of the

hits the books as hard as she

Education. She says that "as

- Janelle Di Orio ('03)

last 10 years and, this year, lost

hits the ball, earning 2001
and 2000 CFHCA National

Duke University.

Academic Squad honors.

Having only seen JMU in

Ryan Shean from Medfield,

brochure photos, van Balle-

Mass., plays midfielder and

gooie traveled all the way from

back. She earned 2002 CAA

Zwolle, the Netherlands, to join

Defensive Player of the Year

the team. "I wasn't really sure

honors and was named to the

I

2

0

of 21 oppo nents ranked or

a first-round heartbreaker to

w

0
3

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

abo ut wind-energy development. Wind energy is the
world's fastest-growing renewable energy source, with an

JMU alumni, professors and
students cited in the news

annual growth rate of 25 per-

ALL THE UNIVERSITIFS WORK-

gram loans wind-measuring

ING TOGETHER CAN'T TURN
OUT THE NUMBER OF [INFORMATION SECURITY] GRADUATES TO MEET THE DEMANDS
OF OUR GOVERNMENT
AND INDUSTRY.
-Allan Berg, director ofJMU's
Information Security Graduate
Program, deputy director of the
Commonwealth Information
Security Center

"Higher ed can't meet info
security demand," Washington Technology, June 3, 2002.
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NOBODY QUESTIONS THE UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS OF
TITLE IX, THAT MALE AND
FEMALE STUDENTS WILL BE
EQUALLY INTERESTED IN ORGANIZED SPORTS AND THAT
A LACK OF PROPORTIONAL
NUMBERS MUST INDICATE
SOMETHING IS WRONG.
UNIVERSITIES ARE SUPPOSED
TO BE PLACES OF INQUIRY,
BUT SOME SUBJECTS APPEAR
CLOSED TO SCRUTINY
TOO SENSITIVE.
- Robert Geary,
professor of English

"Tilt! Time's up for Title IX
sports," The American Spectator, May-June 2002.

cent. Th e anemometer pro-

devices, which are mounted
atop a 66-foot tower. Collected
data allows landowners to

School, won the grand prize

cation Awards Competition

from the National Renewable

lor's project used a wreath-

Energy Laboratories and Vi r-

making activity to teach the

ginia's Department of Mines,

Standards of Learning in eco-

Mi nerals and Energy to select

nomics. The project also won

the best candidate sites, install

the Virginia Council on Eco-

towers and collect data. Learn

nomic Education award and

more at www.jmu.edu/sbalp.

proceeds paid for trees at Blacks

three JMU students as science
ambassadors to the African
nation. Students worked with
UCC instructors in biological
science research and study.
With National Science Foun-

arts and Guggenheim Fellow-

Economic Education, the Har-

Chamber of Commerce. Bay-

Cape Coast in Ghana, with

Newsweek senior writer for fine

sponsored by JMU's Center for

receives program assistance

alma mater, the University of

Bewsweell fine arts
writer visits JfflU

in the 2002 Economic Edu-

ity of using wind energy. JMU

Mathematics, returned to his

Department of Education.

sonburg's Keister Elementary

risonburg Rotary Club and the

of the College of Science and

tive project involving Virginia's

third-grade teacher at Harri-

Harrisonburg-Rockingham

Daniel Wubah, associate dean

teachers of students with learning problems was a collabora-

Angela Ramey Baylor ('88), a

assess the economic feasibil-

Ambassadors
of biology

instructional tool for math

Award-winning
eronomirs

ship winner Peter P lagens
taught JMU students last fall
through the Dorothy Liskey
Wampler Professorship in Art.
In 1998, Plagens was one of
fo ur senior fellows in the
National Arts Journalism Program at Columbia U niversity.
The Wampler professorship
was established through a gift
from Charles W. Wampler Jr.

Run Greenway Partnership.

and family.

mathUIDS takes
Virginia silver

Montpelier Art Director Ann

MathVJDS, a CD-ROM and

Hess earned a silver award in

Web site developed by the

Folio: magazine's Best Feature

Colleges of Education and

Design category for nonprofit

Ozzie honors

Integrated Science and Tech-

magazines in the 2002 Ozzie

nology, received a Silver Gov-

competitio n. Her design entry,

erno r's Technology Award in

"Erma Yost explores the very

the K-12 education category at

fabric of art," appeared in the

the Commonwealth of Vir-

spring 2002 Montpelier. Hess

ginia Information Technology

has overseen the magazine's

Symposium. Th e multimedia

look since its debut in 1997.~

dation funding, )MU is creatWHEN PEOPLE THINK OF
[RINGLING BROS] BARNUM
& BAILEY [CIRCUS], THEY
THINK OF ANIMALS, AND
THEY THINK OF CLOWNS ..•
MAYBE THEY THINK OF
CLOWNS FIRST.
-Lisa Chapman ('92), clown

" The greatest circus: Ringling Bros. Barnum & Bailey"
on the Travel Channel,
August 2002.

ing a Research Experience for
Un dergraduates program at
Cape Coast. An NSF grant also
paid for travel expenses fo r
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Wubah and his students, JuH a n Chang, Joseph Doherty
and Katherine Provost. UCC
is similar to JMU in its founding as a teacher-training school
a nd its expansion into training
in technological subjects.
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A TALE OF POSSIBILITIES
AS THE SCIENCE ADVANCES AND
HUMANS HELP HAPPENSTANCE PLOT THE
FUTURE, BOTH MIRACLES AND MISDEEDS
WILL RESULT, JMU EXPERTS SAY
20

STORY BY CHR IS EDWARDS

2'< PH OT OS BY WAYNE GEHMAN

)6 DESIGN BY LEAH BAILEY ('oo)
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biotechnology industry, he hastened the dreams of the
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founder of a new JMU lab. This professor wants to see
biotechnology training and manufacturing morph the
Shenandoah Valley into a 21st-century Silicon Valley or
Research Triangle Park with JMU as its nucleus.

HAT HEADY VISION
belongs to Bob McKown, who last fall received the

2002

Educator of the Year Award from

the Virginia Biotechnology Association. McKown teaches biotechnology to integrated
science and technology majors and opened JMU's Biomanufacturing Laboratory just over
a year ago. Biotech leader Brandon J. Price, who co-chairs the advisory board for Gov. Mark
22
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Warner's Virginia Biotechnology Initiative and chairs the Virginia Biotechnology Association, calls JMU "second to none in the commonwealth and maybe in the whole country" in
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teaching skills for the new industry Citing the popularity of the biotechnology subspecialty
for I SAT majors, McKown says, "I think we'd be in a unique position to lead in education."
Biotechnology manufacturing means creating products from living organisms, which
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means JMU's future may be linked to tinkering with DNA - genes - the stuff of life.

T
y

Such talk often evokes visions of a hunger-, disease- and crime-free utopia on one
hand and cloned humans, mutant species and eugenic societies a la Brave New World on
the other. While JMU's role might not mature for some years, these and other sensationalist
visions point out the need to discuss what the possibilities really are.

JMU professors and alumni scientists

Biology in the Movies, helps students sort

select biotechnology -

confirm that biotechnology could, in fact,

the horror fantasies from more credible

popular ISAT specialties - get to complete

help feed the world's hungry with vastly

cinematic forecasts.

hands-on, real-world, mentored research.

one of the most

increased yields from pest- and disease-

Whatever the specifics of a biotech

The 13 students who completed programs

resistant crops. Alternative fuels like hydro-

future, it is already beginning on campus.

during the lab's first year of operation

gen for fuel cells and new plant life made

In a darkened room in McKown's biotech

developed products for two pharmaceuti-

into ethanol could curb global warming
and save scarce fossil fuel resources. In
medicine, these experts see a future of

~

BOB M CKOWN
I NTEGRATED SCIENCE AND
TE CH NOLOGY PRO FESSOR

cal companies.
Last summer, JMU student Amy Goss
received a Research Experience for Under-

designer drugs tailored to individual needs,

graduates award from the National Science

prenatal tests to predict illnesses and cells

Foundation for her work in McKown's lab.

that grow into replacement neurons or

Students and professors there are collabo-

even major organs.

rating with a University of Virginia lab

These same JMU experts, however, warn

directed by Gordon Laurie, who discovered

that technology based on genetic research

a new human protein that might be used

could also lead to tougher pests, less biodi-

to treat dry eyes. McKown says they are

versity, deadlier bioterrorism and increased

working together "to clone, express and

economic disparity, while threatening pri-

purify this protein so it can be tested in

23

vacy and the sanctity of life.

animal systems."

M

Yet, as humanity finds itself wrestling

The biology department, meanwhile,

with expanding definitions of evolution

is exploring the possibility of offering a

and identity and its increasing role in

biotech major with ISAT. It would be one

directing nature, JMU's scientists and pro-

of about 15 in the nation. "Biotechnology

fessors make clear that the future of bio-

and specifically genetic engineering are
important components of an undergradu-

"Probably some of each," says JMU philoso-

ate education in modern biology, says biol-

phy professor Rick Lippke, who teaches

ogy department head Murray Nabors. "The

medical ethics. "There is, after all, the profit

job market is good and will probably improve

motive, and that could lead people to use

As biology professor Chris Rose sees
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technology will not be all good or all bad.

the knowledge for good or bad purposes."

D
N

for students with expertise in these fields."
MURRAY NABORS
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT HEAD
o/1,P

Biotech training is crucial, McKown
says, because "Very soon, lifesaving prod-

it, "Science is a human endeavor, and so

manufacturing laboratory, bacteria in a

ucts won't reach the market because of lack

there is always the potential for harm

petri dish glow green. ISAT majors have

of manufacturing capacities." As demands

res ulting from unpredicted results or

spliced them with fluorescence genes

increase, he hopes Harrisonburg-area busi-

byproducts of the science, or the science

from jellyfish; this year, their project is

nesses like Merck and Coors will expand

falling into the wrong hands, or the science

being turned into a basic curriculum

their capacities to plunge into the industry,

simply getting out of control." His course,

exercise for fellow students. Those who

fed by JMU-trained work forces.
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of th e American Society of Plant Biologists'

"People have also been moving apparently

biopharmaceu-

Excellence in Teaching Award. "Plants evolve

useful plants and animals from th eir natural

tical to m a rket

chemically because they can't run away, so

habitats to locations around the world. Both

requires an invest-

they produce all kinds of nasty things. The

of these activities have caused environmen-

ment in research,

herbs and spices you cook with probably

tal problems. Genetic engineering seeks to

evolved as defenses."

improve plants and animals, but in a more

development and
startup of around $400 million. And, adds

Working with undergraduates, Monroe

technological fashion than traditional meth-

JMU economics professor Bill Wood, the

finish ed sequencing a gene, Aglu-1 on the

ods. It's simply a logical next step to plant

basic research preceding application is even

Arabidopsis thaliani genome, in 1996. This

and animal improvement."

more expensive and financially risky. Typi-

mustard-like weed remains the only fully

What happens, however, if plants genet-

cally, it requires government funds, fun-

sequenced plant. Now Monroe seeks the

ically altered by humans naturali ze and

neled through universities, "the ideal place

function of the enzyme produced by his

displace native plant life -

for research;' Wood says.

gene: alphaglucosidase. This biologist calls

squirrel escapes to crossbreed with native

his work basic science -

squirrels, making the entire population

In addition to bringing biopharmaceu-
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discovery, not

or if a glowing

more visible to predators?

ticals to market, such research holds even

applications. Yet there is a possibility that

more prospects for life-sustaining products.

alphaglucosidase may retard fungus. If so,

Risks may be minimized by maki ng

Wonder foods, for instance -

Monroe's findings could apply to future

such altered organisms sterile, notes Betty

crop engineering.

Mansfield ('75, '86M), team leader of the

pest-, disease-

and drought-resistant crops -

could feed

millions . Cindy Klevickis, who teaches

"The potential benefits are far greater

Human Genome Management Information

genetics at ISAT, points out that about 50

than the downside;' he says, but concedes

System in Oak Ridge, Tenn. The downside,

s

percent of our groceries already contain

that toxic chemicals could produce hardier

say critics of crop manipulation, is that

u

unlabeled, gene-altered ingredients that

pests and over-reliance on a single miracle

sterile, genetically manipulated seeds leave

make farming returns more predictable

hybrid could lead to the devastation of an

farmers dependent on suppliers. A benefit

and food-manufacturing profits higher.

entire crop by one equally powerful patho-

from sterile products, however, could come

Whether fears about long-term effects of

gen. "If everybody's planting the same thing,

from a different use -

ingesting such products prove justified, she

a pathogen could come in that would wipe

Mansfield. Trees such as poplars, tweaked to

feels "people have a right to know."

it all out."

grow thicker and faster than natural speci-
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as "biomass," says

When it comes to these genetically

Debate over the wisdom of substituting

mens, may be pulped to make ethanol. Such

altered foods, Wood notes, "The risks are

human judgment for the randomness of

energy biomass may reduce fossil fuel and

unknowable. There are things we don't

nature should not presuppose human inter-

petroleum dependence and, thereby, global

know until we do it on a large scale. But the

vention is something new. "People have

warming. The Department of Energy's

productivity gains are real. That's why you

been improving plants and animals for

Genomes-To-Life project, which builds on

can't just shut the door."

thousands of years, since the dawn of agri-

the Human Genome Project 2000's sequenc-

Altering genes did not begin with

culture, by selecting the best plants and ani-

ing, funds biomass research, says Mansfield,

human expertise, of course, notes biology

mals to use as a source of germ plasm for

who worked in cancer research before taking

professor Jon Monroe, the 2001 recipient

the next generation;' biology's Nabors says.

on her current role at Oak Ridge.

HGMIS is the educational outreach

At Fairfax's Preimplantation Genetics

an ISAT graduate and Johns Hopkins Uni-

arm of the federally funded Human Genome

Diagnosis Laboratory, by prior agreement

versity doctoral candidate, uses microarrays

Project. Contrary to misperceptions, Mans-

parents are never told if they have the Hunt-

to probe "what genes are turned on or off in a

field says its work by no means ceased once

ington's trait, but only Huntington's-free

given tissue." He thinks research will improve

the HGP draft was published and made big

embryos are implanted, says Gary Harton

treatment of mental iJJness, not eradicate it.

news. In fact, it opened up a host of research

('87), Genetics and IVF Institute director.

"The complexity of the mind is incredible;'

People fear that all this intimate genetic

members as JMU graduates, is founder and

knowledge, once gained, might find its way

managing editor of Human Genome News

into the wrong hands. Neither McCoy nor

Mansfield asks, in fact, "If we knew the

and maintains Web sites on genetics directed

Harton have encountered insurers, employers

genes associated with certain forms of depres-

both to scientists and the lay public. They

or police demanding records - yet. McCoy,

sion and could wipe them out of the popu-

can be found at www.ornl.gov/hgmis and

however, has heard of patients avoid ing

lation, should we do that?" Noting the

www.DOEGenomesToLife.org.

genetic tests or paying cash for them, because

recessive gene for sickle cell anemia helps

As both a scientist and a communicator

they fear discrimination by insurance compa-

bearers resist malaria, she says, "When you

of science, Mansfield is well aware of the

nies or employers based on the results. Mans-

enhance one trait, you might mess some-

possibilities and limitations of biotechnology.

field, citing ways medical records are shared

thing up. There's something to be said for

She and Klevickis look forward to custom-

now without patients' consent, thinks science

random happenstance."
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made "designer drugs," which Mansfield

i

hopes will reduce trial-and-error medical
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tests. Klevickis foresees tests "to diagnose

M

exactly which part of the neuron is defective.
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he says, and "many causes of mental illness

questions. Mansfield, who claims six family

We can design drugs based on the molecular
structure of the protein itself." If a disorder
results from a neurotransmitter being slightly
too short, therapy might lengthen it.

[like trauma] are external;' not genetic.

RICK l!PPKE
PHILOSOPHY PROFESSOR
BETTY MANSFIELD (75. '86M)
HUMAN GENOME PROJECT
CINDY KLEVICKIS
INTEGRATED SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY PROFESSOR
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Most new knowledge entails trade-offs,
other )MU alumni point out. Predicting
disease can present hard choices. At Alfigen
Inc./The Genetics Institute, in Pasadena,

is making privacy legislation urgent. Dis-

Calif., genetics counselor Megan McCoy ('97)

crimination, she notes, could affect anyone.

Even now, Rose notes, humanity is circumventing natural selection: "The rate at

assists couples expecting children and con-

Rose poses a question central to practi-

which the environment is selecting us is very,

cerned about family histories. They select

tioners and consumers of biotechnology:

very low." How much lower should it go?

tests that screen for muscular dystrophy and

"Just how much correlation will be fo und

And how much should we expect from gene

mental retardation. What can parents do

between genes and such traits as alcoholism,

improvement alone? K!evickis notes, even

when embryos test positive? "The bottom

athletic ability or intelligence?"

identical twins do not show 100 percent cor-

line is, it's never my decision," says McCoy.
She links clients with support networks.

In the National Institute of Mental Health
Laboratory of Genetics, Jason Inman ('99) ,

relation for such genetically linked disorders
as diabetes, autism or schizophrenia.

Actually, says Rose, "The problem is

"Dolly" the sheep and perhaps one day, new

'playing God' or interfering with nature.

that at the genetic level we are all different."

people. (At press time, scientists remained

But we've done that for a long time. As I

McKown notes that spots on the cloned

skeptical of Clonaid's unsupported claim

point out to students, almost all medical

cat, "CC;' differ from those of her genetic

to have produced the first human clone).

treatment interferes with nature. The body

mother, "Rainbow." It's more complicated

The federal government has restricted re-

is trying to kill us. We try to stop it. Pre-

than just having the gene and making it."

search with embryonic stem cells, which

sumably that's not a bad thing."

Rose, reflecting on a gene therapy trial

could grow into any kind of tissue. Yet early

JMU chemistry professor Barbara Reis-

subject's death at Johns Hopkins, warns

embryos are routinely set aside in IVF labs

ner has incorporated such issues in a bio-

that until scientists know more about the

such as Harton's, where discarded blas-

technology unit this semester for her chem-

I in 1,000 genomic base pairs that differ

tomeres -

embryonic pre-stem cells - are

istry-majors' course, Ethics in Communica-

between individuals, "It is impossible to

used to test new diagnostic procedures.

tion and Science. Once students read up on

predict how their protein products might

Though such research has critics, Harton

stem-cell research and cloning, Reisner may

interact with the products of new genes."

says, "We're helping people."

have them "take an issue out of a hat and

Should such engineered interactions

Klevickis attributes controversy to mis-

argue why this is a good thing or a bad thing."

succeed, Mansfield says, "Theoretically, you

understanding: "Maybe people would be

Rose's film course explores issues via

could replace any part of the body." Liver

more receptive to the idea of cloning if they

Hollywood. "The most reasonable scenario

replacement might be completed with a

knew that what researchers want to do isn't

of how things could go wrong is presented
27
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mere needle-stick. Mansfield does not

cloning babies, but taking a single cell and

in Gattaca," he says. The 1997 production

expect such science to make humans immor-

culturing it into a neuron, pancreatic cell

depicts a genetically engineered aristocracy,

tal, however, nor even provide us wings

or other cell type in a way that would help

the "Valids," exploiting a naturally born

or exoskeletons.

with Parkinson's disease or diabetes."

underclass, the "In -Valids." "Society may

But it does present humans with some

Yet fears persist. Lippke recalls that

use genetic screening and genetic engineer-

tough issues. Public debates often confuse

when in vitro fertilization appeared in 1978,

ing for frivolous [cosmetic] or immoral

. c cloning (reproducing cells to
th erapeu tl
darnaged tissue) with reproductive
rep 1ace
.
(rnaking new animals, such as
cloning

"Many people were hysterical about it, the

[eugenic] purposes," Rose explains, while

way they are now about human cloning." In

shrugging off themes about mutant races

both cases, critics have charged that "we are

and "cloned Hitlers."

CHRIS ROS E
BIO LOGY PROFESSOR

o/R

) ON MONROE
BIOLOGY PROFESSOR

o/R

C?l/(p

By preference, most ethicists and scien-

Health care inequalities did not begin

ISAT lab isolate their own DNA to check

tists say "better health care, yes; 'designer

with biotechnology, of course. Ditto for

whether they have a "j unk DNA'' insert,

babies' [with talents and appearance pro-

bioterrorism. Rose notes wayward scien-

ALU. Rose's lab students assist research into

duced on spec J, no." Wood suspects the latter

tists, trained in biological weaponry during

how genes control amphibian develop-

will someday emerge: "My instinct as an

the Cold War, could find ways to make

ment. They use thyroid hormone to speed

economist teaches me that when something

trouble using DNA -

just as they can

transformations in salamanders and frogs,

becomes possible, and people will pay a lot,

wreak havoc with old-fashioned viruses.
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while studying tadpoles implanted with
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it will happen." Harton says not to look for

None of JMU's experts seem certain of

such infants any time soon, though: "It's not

a biotech paradise, nor are they ready to

like a gene determines how tall you're going

slam the door on a Pandora's box.
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Klevickis' Computer Applications in
Biotechnology students illustrate three-

"There is an old saying that 'with power

dimensional protein structures with mo-

comes responsibility;" recalls Inman, "but

lecular graphics. Numbers on a screen segue

Whatever biotechnology produces, for-

who and what determines the responsibility,

into a revolving, rainbow structure linked to

tunes are an expected byproduct. In medi-

and how to deal with those that shirk the

a double helix. Her Human Genetics students

cine, which now supplies more than 90 per-

responsibility, is a difficult matter." Econo-

probe such puzzles as "What m akes a male

cent ofbiotech revenues, McKown notes the

mist Wood mentions an obvious, though

a male?" and "Mitochondrial DNA -

worth of a drug developed in a living organ-

elusive, answer: "What is needed is an ethical

Neanderthal mystery."

ism far exceeds that of gold or diamonds. "It's

population." Chemist Reisner admits to mis-

Like other JMU professors, Klevickis

infinitely renewable. You've got a monopoly."

givings about cloning, but says, "I have an

says she emphasizes research methods: "It's

And what of the millions who cannot

optimistic view of humankind. I think they'll

changing so fast you don't want to learn

afford it? Mansfield says, "In the end, genetics

do the right thing." Mansfield agrees: "There

just facts." +

could make the practice of medicine

are at least 1,000 unsung Mother Teresas for

cheaper." Wood explains, "Early in its life, a

each Hitler that humankind produces."

to be, or your hair color. It's a series of genes,
and no one knows yet how they work."

R

s

extra jaw cartilage.

y

new technology worsens inequality. Later, it
reduces inequality" as supplies increase.

Students, meanwhile, prepare for a brave
new, uncertain future. Those in McKown's

the

Learn more about Betty Mansfield
and the Human Genome Project. Go to
www.jmu.edu/montpelier and click on the
Full Monty icon.

Cumming credits her JMU days for
transforming her from a quiet freshman into

to things. It all comes down to greed. People

crisis. Two years later, she joined American

have no idea what greed breeds."

National Bank as director of internal audit-

the voracious powerhouse she is today. Wield-

Cumming comes from a hardworking

ing. She got her M.B.A. from the University

ing both an M.B.A. and a law degree, Cum-

family and has no tolerance for those who

of Baltimore in 1989 and became a certified

ming ferrets out corruption, fraud and abuse

try to get ahead via dishonest means. She

fraud examiner. She did not, however, pass

as one of four prosecutors under unit chief

grew up in Towson, Md., in a house 10 doors

the CPA exam. "I passed auditing and law,

Elizabeth Ritter in the Economic Crimes Unit

down from where she, her husband and two

so this must be what I was meant to do,"
she says.

in the Baltimore City State's Attorney's Office.
"There is a lot of crime in Baltimore,"
Cumming says. "We had 300 homicides in
one year. There are 200 associate state's
attorneys in Baltimore City trying 20,000
cases a year."
And Cumming prosecutes her fair share
of the caseload -

with a vengeance. She has

20 open investigations now pending and 15
to 20 cases that have been indicted and are
30
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ready for trial.
Long before Enron and WorldCom
CEOs and CFOs raised the country's ire,
flushed stock values and caused mass layoffs,

People
have no
idea what

GREED
breeds.

I

After completing her master's, Cumming went on to get a law degree. She then
spent a year as a law clerk at the U.S. Attorney's Office, then moved on to the state special prosecutor's office, where she worked
on several bank fraud cases. "A well-known
one around here involved former city comptroller Jacqueline McLean," Cumming says.
"She made up a fictitious employee and
used the money to buy herself luxury items
like things from Victoria's Secret."
This is just the sort of fraud that Cumming loves to go after. She revels in amassing

s

Cumming had already discovered how to

u

pick a white-collar criminal out of a lineup.

children live today. Her parents still live in

copy of a check deposited into your account,

"It's the last person in the world you

that house. Cumming's father is from

you are going to lose," Cumming says. "It is

s

would suspect," Cumming says. "It's the

Canada, and her mother is from San Juan,

hard to go up against documents, so a lot of

T
y

beloved, trusted employee who never took

Puerto Rico. They met when her Dad was

cases plead out." This prosecutor has more

a vacation. They never miss a day of work

in the Navy and had a port call in Puerto

than one cancelled check for any given case,

because they're trying to keep the fraud goinf'

Rico. They have been married 44 years.

however. If a case goes to court, she arrives
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with notebooks full of documentation.

While average people are disgusted with

"My mother was from a more privi-

such corporate malfeasance, they can take

leged background, but my father was from

Cumming handles all kinds of white-

some satisfaction in the menace Isabel Cum-

a working-class family. My siblings and I all

collar crime, including embezzlement, iden-

ming aims at it. She has no sympathy for

went to public schools and have all worked

tity theft, insurance fraud and arson.

these raiders, whether milque-toast male-

very hard. I paid for graduate school and

Although high-powered fraud cases are

factors who drain a tiny town's entire annual

for law school and had $10,000 in student

now in the news, Cumming's unit chief says

pudget or dashing executives who wreck

loans from JMU."

white-collar crime has always been with us.

Cumming majored m accounting at

''I've been prosecuting politicians, doctors

JMU, then went to work at Peat Marwick as

and lawyers for 20 years;' Ritter says. "We've

as clients. If the media is more focused on

There is no such thing as a typical day

she calls herself "ridiculously skinny." She

white-collar crime, it's because of World-

for Cumming. She might meet with a high-

often forgets to eat because she is so busy.

Com and other high profile cases. Fraud is

powered CEO at 9 a.m. and a convicted

The heavy-hitting prosecutor weighs in at

definitely a growth industry."

criminal at 11 . These days, they could be

102 pounds.

Identity theft is another area that yields

the same person. Her day starts aro und

Cumming was no less busy at JMU. As

big returns for criminals and big headaches

7:3 0 a.m., but she usually manages to be

president of the SGA, she was in charge of

for victims. "Credit card offers are often sent

home by 4:30 p.m. to spend time with

a $250,000 budget. "Prior to going to JMU,

to a whole neighborhood at one time;' Cum-

her children.

I was an incredibly shy, quiet person,"

ming says. "Criminals pull them out of the

Cumming and her husband own a

she says. "My first date in high school was

trash, keep the name, but change the address

"teeny, tiny" beach house in Ocean City

to the senior prom, and at JMU, I was on

to a Post Office box and run the cards up to

with another couple. That is where she

the Homecoming court. I remember Dr.

the limit. If they get 50 cards at $5,000, it's

likes to get away when there is time. "I also

[Ronald E.] Carrier called me four days

a pretty easy way to make a quarter of a

like to go to antique shops and walk around

before graduation and asked me to be the

million dollars and disappear."

and I like reading true crime stuff. I love

commencement speaker. I spoke in front of

losing myself in the movies."

23,000 people. I would not be where I am

The smallest case Cumming has prosecuted involved $10,000; the largest case was
more than $1 million.

Cumming doesn't find much time for
herself, and, though she seldom exercises,

today if it wasn't for JMU. Those were lifechanging years." +
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BY T HE TIME ALUMNI MADE

their fall migration to the Shenandoah Valley to partake

of the vvild life and revelry of Homecoming, students had been in celebratory mode for a vveek.
They prepared the vvay vvith music, dance, a parade and talent shovv, banners, gatherings on the
Quad a nd The Commons, spirit rallies, and student exhibitions.

)
I;

Returning alumni added a whole new

i

dimension to the annual ritual of renewing
friendships and reliving Madison memories.
"This year, for the first time, alumni came
home to a house they built themselves;' says
Justin Thompson, executive director of the
JMU Alumni Association.
Alumni celebrated the brand new LeeoJou Alumni Center with a ceremonial grand
opening and open house. The center is located
on the east side of campus and overlooks
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The focal point for alumni was the center's
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great room with its cathedral ceilings,
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Judith and Lin Rose, Dee Dee ('78) and Steve Leeolou ('78) and Nancy ('71) and Hugh Lantz ('73)

RAND OP
Continued from Page 33

nificant gift, and the more than 2,500 alumni

traditional bluestone hea

who helped build the center by purchasing

Alumni toured exhibits

pavers and bricks and naming meeting rooms

bilia, an art gallery, electronic elcome kiosk,

and hospitality facilities.

valuable time to come home and perform
the Homecoming concert."

terrace, meeting rooms and athering spots

The weekend merrymaking began at

on the top floor and offices nd a patio on

the alumni center with a black-tie recep-

On hand as well was watercolor artist

the ground floor.

tion, awards presentations and grand open-

David Gill ('76), whose specially commis-

The center is the first b !ding on cam-

ing, complete with ribbon cutting. Guests

sioned painting - a fanciful view of campus

pus built primarily through rivate funding,

joined hundreds of fellow alumni later that

looking through the windows -

including a leadership gift of 1 million from

night for a concert in Wilson Hall. The

manent part of the alumni center. Media

Steve ('78) and Dee Dee L olou ('78), for

open house took place on Saturday, when

arts professor John Woody created the fund-

whom the building is named. "It's a real heart-

-

raising video for the center, and Eric ('91 )

warming demonstration of JMU alumni

erings -

coming together for their alma mater and

the Godwin Field Festival and football game

also in support of each other," Thompson

and reveled in the sounds of the Marching

says. He's referring to the successful build-

Royal Dukes.

ing campaign led by Hugh ('73) and Nancy
Bowman Lantz ('71), who also made a sig-

between tailgating and post-game gathalumni mingled with students at

is a per-

and Lara Major ('92) donated the wine for
the open house.

says. "They have made the Leeolou Alu

"Alumni truly pitched in
and use as their own." •
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50-y"d field goal. Th, win was )MU', fust
conference road victory since 1999, and
George was named Atlantic 10 specialist
of the week.

From
tailgating m New
York to a Crabfest in D.C.,
JMU alumni are on the move,
carrying the purple pride far and wide.
The JMU Alumni Association and the
Duke Club sponsor three tailgates per year
at JMU's away football games. In September, New York chapter alumni helped organize a tailgate for 40 alumni who cheered the
Dukes on against Hofstra. "What a great
game. I think the enthusiasm of the alumni
helped push the Dukes to victory in doubleovertime;' says Joanne Garofala ('99), chapter co-president. The Dukes won 24-21
with sophomore place-kicker Burke George's

"We're No. 1." Milton Kline ('75) and Mark Butler
('75) refuel for an afternoon of raucous cheering
for the gridiron Dukes.
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Walter Reed Army Medical Center
There are only five speech pathologists
in the Audiology and Speech Center at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Washington, D.C., and four of them are JMU grads.
Laura Weiland Battiata ('94, '95M), Kimberly Meadows ('98, 'OOM), Katie Walsh
('95, '97M) and Kirsten Powell ('96, '97M)
all have jobs in one of the most prestigious
medical centers in the country.
"It's a great place to work;' says Battiata.
"Walter Reed treats all ages, and we get an
interesting population military and
dependents - so we get everything from
young, brain-injured patients from parachute accidents to strokes or head and neck
cancer patients. I've been here since 1995,

first as a student, then an intern and now as
a staff member. I brought Katie on as a
graduate student."
Battiata, Meadows and Walsh are adult
speech pathologists, and Powell is a pediatric
speech pathologist. Walsh recruited Meadows
while Battiata was out on maternity leave,
and she recommended that Powell apply for
a job at the medical center when a position
became available.
"We are in close contact with Dr. Charles
Runyan [director of JMU's speech pathology
department], so we ask him if there are any
good people he can recommend;' Battiata
says. "JMU has a great speech department
and it prepared us well to work in a hospital

More than 500 Metro Washington area
alumni got crabby in September at the
chapter's annual all-you-can-eat Crabfest.
Attendance more than doubled from last
year, as more than 200 May graduates
joined in the fun.
"Last summer, the alumni staff worked
hard to implement a Recent Grad Event
program aimed at May 2002 graduates;'
says Justin Thompson, director of alumni
relations. "We want recent grads to get
involved with the JMU Alumni Association
immediately. Crabfest and other events like
it are part of our ongoing effort to foster a
lifelong relationship between alumni and
their alma mater."
Phil Bigler ('74, '76M) talked with alumni
from the 1952 to 2002 classes at the largestever Madison on the Move event sponsored

setting. We like to recruit JMU grads because
we know they are smart and yet fun, laid
back and team players."
Battiata and Walsh both completed
internships at Walter Reed while studying
at JMU. "Almost every year, a JMU graduate
student completes an internship at Walter
Reed," Walsh says. "Laura stayed on, and I
left, but came back because Walter Reed is
such an amazing hospital."
In addition to sharing the same alma
mater, Walsh was Meadows' sign language
teacher at JMU. The two were members of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority and became
friends. They stayed in touch after graduation, and when a job became available at
Walter Reed, Walsh thought of Meadows.
"Now we work together and socialize;'
Meadows says. "She has a house at Dewey
Beach that we go to, and we go out to dinner
and to happy hours occasionally."
Meadows feels fortunate to be at Walter
Reed because she can concentrate on patient
care rather than paperwork. "The way the
funding works for military members, you
don't have to fight with the insurance companies;' she says. "If a patient needs something, you can get it."
Another benefit to working in speech
pathology at Walter Reed is the camaraderie
enjoyed by the Madison quartet. "It's great to
work in an environment where you are challenged by clinical and professional growth,
and yet where you are also all great friends;'
Powell says. "We are all outgoing and have fun
together, but we are very serious about our
jobs, and we all really care about our patients:'
- Sande Snead Fulk ('82)

(Above) Future Dukes clown around as Crabfest Master Chefs take a breather: (l-r) Mike Jones ('94), Alumni Relations Director Justin Thompson and Sam
Jones ('91). All smiles after a Madison on the Move update are Noah Marlier ('00) and new Richmond Chapter President Doug Krohn ('99).

by the Richmond Chapter. Madison on the
Move events carry JMU updates to alumni
from Philadelphia to Orlando. Bigler, a historian, author of four books and director
of the James Madison Center, was the fea tured speaker for IO Madison on the Move

events in 2002. "We had 75 alumni attend,
and Bigler was a fantastic speaker," says
Jimmy Taylor ('94), Richmond chapter president. "We were excited to meet the 1998
National Teacher of the Year and hear about
the James Madison Center."

If you have an inspiring idea for a chapter event in your area or if you would like
to volunteer for a chapter, contact Tracey
Kellogg ('98M) in the alumni relations office,
(888) JMU-ALUM.
- Michelle Hite ('88)

in country music, entrepreneurship and Madison spirit
From left to right: Hugh and Nancy Lantz, Phil
Vassar and Jeff Grass

During Homecoming weekend, the JMU
Alumni Association honored four alumni for
outstanding career achievement and service.
Phil Vassar ('85) and Jeff Grass ('92)
received the Ronald E. Carrier Distinguished
Alumni Achievement Award for successful
careers in country music and business.
Hugh ('73) and Nancy Bowman Lantz ('71)
received the Distinguished Alumni Service
Award, recognizing their service to JMU
and the Harrisonburg community.
The Academy of Country Music named
Vassar its 2002 top new male vocalist. Vassar
has won numerous other industry awards
including Billboard's 2000 new country artist
of the year and 1998 country songwriter of
the year. Vassar's self-titled album went gold
in 2002 and produced two No. I. hits, Carlene
and Just Another Day in Paradise. In conjunction with the grand opening celebration of
the Leeolou Alumni Center, Vassar performed
in concert during Homecoming weekend.

Jeff Grass established Paymybills.com, a
service that pays customers' monthly bills
for a fee. He and his partners later sold the
company to Paytrust. Grass has served as a
consultant for McKinsey and Co. in Los
Angeles, and in spring 2002 taught a course
in the JMU College of Business.
Hugh Lantz is a senior vice president with .
First Union Securities in Harrisonburg and i
serves on the Harrisonburg City Council and
JMU Foundation Board of Directors. Nancy
Lantz is the principal at Plains Elementary
School in Timberville. The couple served
as co-chairs of the Volunteer Leadership
Committee of the Leeolou Alumni Center
Program Fund during Hugh's four-year
term as president of the alumni association.
"JMU decided to locate the alumni center
right next to the College Center to enhance
and encourage interaction among alumni
and students," says Lantz. "I think we've seen 1
that important interaction at Homecoming."
"The alumni center fund gave every
graduate the opportunity to feel a sense of
ownership in the creation of the Leeolou
Center," says Nancy. "It's wonderful to celebrate this grand opening with so many
alumni and a concert by one of our own."

The alumni association also presented the
first Alumni-Corporation Partnership Award
to First USA/Bank One to recognize their
annual contributions to JMU and especially
to the Leeolou Alumni Center building fund.
JMU Alumni Association awards are
selected annually from nominations to the
alumni board. To submit a nomination for
the 2003 awards, visit the alumni association
online <www.jmu/edu/alumni> and click on
the Awards and Scholarships link. The deadline for nominations is May 3.
- Michelle Hite ('88)

Alumni College in

Scotland
sponsored by
the JMU Alumni Association

July 30 to Aug. 7, 2003

$2,495 per person
For more information, call the Office
of Alumni Relations (888) 568-2586 or
visit www.jmu.edu/alumni/travel
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Story by Nancy Bondurant Jones
Photos by Diane Elliott ('OO)
and courtesy of the Bluestone
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Madison classmates from the '30s, '40s,
'50s and '60s wind their way up the stairs
of the high-tech Integrated Science and
Technology Building. Some ooh and ahh
over the architecture, while others stop and
give grandmotherly advice to students
studying in the hallways.
"It's not a seniors' tour," laughs one
alumna. "We're here to give confession." Her
cohort giggles in agreement. Their "confessions" are shared memories they expressed
at the Madison Confessional, an Alumni
Reunion Weekend program that is becorning a smash hit.
Each May, JMU Special Collections
Librarian Chris Bolgiano offers reunion
weekend participants a forum to renew
memories and discover things they didn't
know about their own years at Madison.
The common memories forge a bond and
evoke tears of joy as well as hearty belly
laughs. The program always includes a
rehash of strict campus rules, and the
2001 confessional wove a common thread

around the lone 1950s campus policeman
Frank Roberts.
"He made you feel guilty even if you
hadn't done anything," chimes an alumna
to nods all around. "I don't know how one
man could be so visible in so many places
at one time;' another agrees.
"But he took care of people too;' comes
a surprising rejoinder. "You weren't supposed
to have cars on campus, and one of the
people I knew from an early '50s class
had an illegal car on campus. Well, they
would park right off campus. Apparently
some young professor invited some of the
girls over to play cards, and they drank
beer, and-"
Gasps chorus around the room.
"From his house;' the alumna continues,
"they drove home drunk and parked the
car on the sidewalk in front of whatever
sorority they were in. The next morning
they woke up, and the car wasn't there. They
had no idea where it was. They had left the
keys in the car, and Frank Roberts had seen

it and moved it so they wouldn't get in
trouble. So he took care of people, too."
Strict guidelines ruled every aspect of
student life from the earliest days of the
Normal School through the mid '60s. One
alumna at the 2002 Madison Confessional
explains why there were so few student
rebellions. "We didn't protest because we
were brought up to follow rules. We came
from protective homes. Parents expected
and supported the strictness."
Emily Lee (' 43) recalls a failed rebellion
during her senior year, when students were
required to wear hose to the dining room
each night. "It was during World War II,
and the hose were not only uncomfortable
but also hard to get," says Lee. "We marched
against Dr. Duke until Mrs. Cook explained
they wanted Madison girls to have the same
graces as Hollins girls. So we complied."
Among memories of common pranks
- like Vaseline smeared on toilet seats,
short-sheeted beds, kittens hidden in dorms,
and dining-room doors closed on you only

Alumnae at the 2001 Madison
Confessional program broke
into song. Nobody knows who
made it up, but students from
the '50s can sing:

"Summer school was wide open," remembers Jane Hogan Packett ('57) of stricter 1950s-era campus rules. "The stricter rules
made me more understanding as a teacher," says Lucille Blanks
Purcell ('52), who taught and served as an elementary school
principal for more than 30 years.

6 feet away - comes a unique Halloween
story. An alumna recalls, "One year, a bunch
of us were trick-or-treating on Halloween.
At a house beyond the railroad track, we
went to the door and the lady said, 'We
don't have any candy left, but I have these
puppies.' There were three Dalmatian-like
puppies, and three of us brought them back
to campus and hid them in our rooms. Now
two got caught and had to take them back,
but I kept mine concealed. I put her in the
bathroom when we went to class and turned
on the radio up loud and all that. We'd put
her under our raincoats and carry her outside to hockey practice every afternoon, and
she'd run around the field. She was in the
picture in the yearbook, and the hockey
team and about everybody on campus knew
we had her, except the powers that be. It
took me two weeks before I was able to get
her home, and she lived with my family for
15 years."
Male classmates, who returned to campus
as Gls after WWII, recount the frustrations
of not being able to date, being consigned to
eat by themselves in a corner of the dining
hall, and having to be out of the library by
8 p.m. Even as students, veterans had to get
on the approved list to date. As one puts it,
"Our position was 'Standing on the corner,
watching all the girls go by . .."
But amid the anecdotes of restrictions,
one '57 graduate who went to summer school
found the rules less overwhelming. In the
summer, there were more men around, and

car regulations were more easily breached.
"Summer school was a blast. It was wide
open with many age groups, and Blue Hole
saw us every Saturday afternoon."
Some things never change. Blue Hole is
still a favorite JMU escape. And friendships
forged at Madison are important at any
age. Bolgiano's closing confessional question
usually evokes a common answer. "What
would you say are your dominant memories? When you think of Madison, what
comes to mind?" she queries.
"Friends," comes a unified shout from
around the room. "Our Madison friends . ..
and just the principles that we ignored
while we were here but carried away with
us ... education and good friends."
What could be better goals for any institution of higher learning - establishing
sound principles for living, education to
earn a living, and lasting friendships?

We are the nuns, nuns,
nuns of Madison,
There's not a man in this
darn nunnery.
And every night at ten they
bar the door.
I don't know what the heck
I ever came here for.
W hen vacation time comes
rolling 'round,
I'm gonna turn my hometown upside down.
I'm gonna smoke and drink
and have some pet,
Cause a nun I've not
become, not yet."
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"I fought the law, and the law won." Frank Roberts,
sole 1950s campus policeman and father-figure.

•
• STAY IN TOUCH•

1954

To submit a class note for publication in Montpelier, please refer to the class note submission
form and instructions on Page 47.

The class of 1954 has raised $28,000 to endow a
scholarship fund . Two students received 2002-03
awards: Emily R. Likins ('04) from Orange, Va., and
Crysta B. Swarts ('OS) from Washington, W.Va.

1935
The class of 1935 has raised more than $40,000
for a scholarship for students in the teacher education program. The 2002 recipient is Annie L.
Emmons ('OS), an art major from Scottsville.

19 43
The class of 1943 has raised nearly $52,000 to
endow a scholarship fo r freshmen legacies with
strong academic records. The endowment goal is
$55,000. The 2002-03 recipients are: Jason P.
Detwiler ('OS) from Elmer, N.J., son of William
Lee Detwiler ('SO); Catherine L. Olin ('04) from
Manassas, daughter of Melissa Boyle Olin ('73);
Rebekah B. Sherman ('OS) from Annapolis, Md.,
daughter of Marty Brandt Sherman ('78) .

1952
The class of 1952 has raised more than $55,000
for its scholarship fund. The 2002 recipient is
Adam M. Sharp ('04) of Harrisonburg, who studies
in the modern foreign languages program.
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George "Jack" Leffel and Pat traveled to Italy for
their eighth anniversary and visited Rome, Florence, Verona, Assi and Pissi in June 2002.

1958
Betty Ball Mann of Richmond was named to the
JMU Alumni Association Board of Directors last
summer. She is a retired school teacher.

1959
The class of 1959 has raised more than $36,000
for a scholarship for incoming freshmen. The
2002 recipient is Evan Carhart ('06), an !SAT
major from Rumson, N.J.

19B0
Classmates have contributed nearly $21,500 to
the 1960 Scholarship Fund. They ask for help to
reach their goal of $35,000.

1970
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195B
The class of 1956 has raised $27,660 for its scholarship. Lindsay Marie Wrightson ('04), a nursing
major from Damascus, Md., is the 2002 recipient.

Susan Gore Macbeth retired in July after 43 years
of teaching elementary school. Her husband,
Bruce, retired in August after serving 38 years in
the Presbyterian ministry. The couple moved to
central West Virginia to be closer to their daughter, Liz, and two grandchildren. Their son, Drew,
lives in Virginia with his wife and daughter.

s

I

1955
The class of 1955 has raised $27,000 toward its goal
of a $30,000 scholarship fund. Please contribute.

Class Reunions
1938, 1943, 1948, 1953,
1958 and 1963
April 25-26, 2003
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Celeb rate th is special time at JMU.
Attend the Madison Confessional
to relive Mad ison m em ories a n d

The 2002-03 Class of 1970 Scholarship recipient is
Sara A. Hall ('OS), a business major from Bowie, Md.
Judith McKinley Fernald retired after 30 years of
teaching elementary school in Henrico County.
Her husband, Tom, is a principal and has served
the school district for 30 years. Their daughter,
Sarah, teaches kindergarten and lives in Richmond
with Conway Knox Hubard Jr. Judy and Tom's
niece is a )MU freshman and member of the
Marching Royal Dukes.
Michael James Holleran earned a senior position
with the Ginn Co. as a real estate development
manager in Orlando, Fla.

red iscover friends and classmates.
Explore th e univer sity of today and
see the exciting ch an ges that h ave
taken place since your graduation.

If you h ave not received information
yet ab o ut your upcoming reunio n ,
contact Sh erry King in the Office o f
Alumni Relatio n s at (540) 568-8064.

Sandra Cimburke Lee retired from 3 1 years of
teaching in Chesterfield County.

1971
Bill Hawkes is a CPA and treasurer of The Christian Broadcasting Network Inc. in Virginia Beach.
Karen Stultz Whetzel served as chair of the Group
A Board of the Virginia High School League last
year. She is principal at Stonewall Jackson High
School and a member of the Shenandoah
Memorial Hospital Board of Directors.

1972
Jeanne Nelson Loberg Cooley retired as youth services librarian from Cranberry Public Library in
Cranberry Township, Pa., after 20 years service. She
was honored for her innovative children's programs,
and the library's new story-time room was named
in her honor. Jeanne and Edward live in Mars, Pa.

1975
Jack Harvey is general contractor for AMEC
Construction Management, which was hired for
the remodeling project at the Pentagon before
Sept. 11, 2001. Harvey was the on-site safety
manager, and he was involved with the efforts to
rebuild on the Phoenix Site at the Pentagon.

197B
Peter J. Napolitano is director of dining services
for Middlebury College and president-elect of
the National Association of College and University
Food Services.
Victor E. Yager earned the Virginia Department
of Education Award which recognizes excellence
in adult education and literacy.

1977
Steven H. Jordan is vice president and chief operating officer of Cummins Atlantic Inc. in Charlotte,
N.C. He and Betty Massie live in Fort Mill, S.C.
Ben Skinker opened a medical family practice in
the Shadyside neighborhood of Pittsburgh. He
lives in Pittsburgh with his daughters, Vaughan,
8, and Peyton, 4.

1978
Sharon Lynn Estep teaches third grade at Plains
Elementary School in Timberville.
Peter Lazzaro earned his 75th credit past his
master's degree. He began his 25th year teaching
social studies and coaching high school football
at Sachem High School in Long Island, N.Y.

1979
Cynthia Handy Coulson is the 2002-03 Putnam
County, W.Va., Teacher of the Year. She is the first
elementary music specialist to earn the honor.
Her students won the West Virginia Oscar Mayer
Talent Show and $10,000 from the Oscar Mayer
Corp. to use for their music department.
Walter Wilson III serves on the Virginia State
Bar Council and is the mid-Atlantic counsel for
Stewart Title Guaranty Co.

1980
Ken Farah and Leslie Waldrop have been married
20 years and live in Grapevine, Texas, with their
son and daughter. Ken is a regional business
director with Johnson & Johnson.

1982
Bill S. Corey Jr. is a partner leading the PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP TICE practice in Baltimore. He and Cathryn live in Cockeysville, Md.
Susan Riker Fedors is a business English instructor at Frankfurt Airport, Germany, and an active
volunteer at Frankfurt International School. She

f
II

and Russ live in Frankfurt with their sons, Brian
and Jeremy.

19 83
J\1.ichael Garrett earned his doctorate in ministry
in May from Columbia Theological Seminary in
Decatur, Ga. He is a senior pastor at Corona
Presbyterian Church in Denver.
Jeffrey Johnson is assistant to the president at
University of Puget Sound. He and Linda Prather
and son, Blake Prather, live in Tacoma, Wash.
Elizabeth "Betsy'' Perdue Toole won a Crystal
Award of Excellence in the 2002 Communicator
Awards for her photo composite, "Baby's First
Mon ths." She works for St. Luke's Hospital and
Health Network in Bethlehem, Pa., and has been
a photographer for 14 years.

19 84

Georgia Deren McCarthy earned a master's degree
in education administration and is the district
athletics director in charge of health , physical
education and interscholastic athletics for Huntington School District #3 in Long Island, N.Y.
She and Joseph live in Greenlawn, N.Y., with sons,
John, 8 and Kenny, 6.

1988
The class of 1988 has raised nearly $20,000 for a
merit scholarship.
Jeff Garber, manager of the Wilmington Blue
Rocks, recorded his 300th career win as a manager
in August. He is in his fourth season with the Blue
Rocks, a Class-A Carolina League affiliate of the
Kansas City Royals.
Diane Osborne Phillips ea rned her doctorate in
audiology and works at a Houston trauma hospital.
She and Brett have two children, Leah and Jacob.

1989

John Corrnier is a client services manager for R.D.
Zande and Associates, consulting engineers in
Columbus, Ohio. He lives in Jackson, Ohio, and is
responsible for business development and marketing of engineering services in southern Ohio.

David Campbell is vice president of government
and international relations for Weston Solutions
Inc. in Washington, D.C.

Gene Fant is an associate professor and chair
of the department of English at Tennessee's
Union University.

Julie Johnson Duregger is a stay-at-home mom to
Megan, 7; Ryan, 5; and Julie Grace, 2. She co-owns
and operates a stationery business from her home.

1985

Owen B. Keefer is assistant professor of computer
science at Bridgewater College.

David Gottfried is an attorney with the Department of Justice. He and Dottie live in North
Potomac, Md., with Lauren, 6; Mark, 4; and Sam,
born 6/21/02.
Daniel Quigley is a certified athletic trainer for
Manheim Township High School. He and Karen
live in Lancaster, Pa., with their son, Thomas
Walker, born 8/15/02.
Scott H. Suter is assistant professor of English at
Bridgewater College.

19 86

Kelly McLure Kuykendall is an independent
consultant with Southern Living and works out
of her home. She and Dave live in Hoover, Ala.,
with daughters, Hannah, 5 and Zoe, 2.
Laura "Lalli" Comly Wittman is vice president
of corporate compliance and human rights for
Jones Apparel Group Inc. in Bristol, Pa.

1990
Lance Doty and Michele Sprecher ('91) live in
New York City. Michele earned her master's in
public administration from Columbia University.

Glenda Burroughs Ashbaugh is a home-health
RN for Riverside Health System in Gloucester.
She and her husband have a son, Matthew Bay,
and live in Mathews, Va.

Sally Patterson Le Cras and Tim moved to
Cincinnati in September 2001 with their sons,
Matthew, 3, and Samuel Finley, 2.

Brian B. Hogan is a portfolio manager at Fidelity
Investments in Boston.

Michelle McGrath is an art teacher at Brookland
Middle School. She lives in Richmond with her
son, Matthew, 7.

Karin L. McKie performed for Live Bait Theatre's
Fillet of Solo and will tour the United States for the
production of Wavelength, a comedy show for
educators. She is an ensemble member of Stage
Left Theatre, a Joseph Jefferson judge and a
Schandenfreude Theatre Co. board member.

1987
Shawn Clark Edmonds was the 2001-02 Teacher
of the Year at Indian River High School and a
finalist for the Chesapeake Public Schools Teacher
of the Year. She teaches journalism and is the
publications adviser. She and Dan, a process
engineer for Ford Motor Company, live in
C hesapeake with daughter, Katy Madison, 7.
Troy P. Laws is a consultant for the Washington,
D.C., office of Hildebrandt International. He works
with the Strategy Implementation Group.

Mark Pankey is director of development for the
College of Law at Florida State University.
Bobby R. Thompson Jr. is director of business
development for Catalina Marketing Corp. in
Petersburg, Fla. He and Jennifer reside in Tampa.
Nancy Stuebner earned a master's in environmental
science and policy from Johns Hopkins University.

1991
Donna Martz Abernathy earned a master's in
educational administration. She is assistant
principal and athletics director at Buffalo Gap
High School in Augusta County. She and Ron
live in Lyndhurst.
Denise Hall Badaruddin and Kareem live in
southern California with their son, Bryce, and
daughter, Simone Avalon, born 6/17/02.

PAY AlTEnnon
In SJATISJIES CLASS
"Basically, I have to please
18,000 customers," says
Fredrick Bean {'79), city
manager of Carlisle, Pa.
His customers are residents who "expect quality
service no matter if it is code enforcement,
police protection or street cleaning."
A political science major, Bean began a
career in public administration as city
manager of Mercersburg, Pa., from I 984 to
1989. He moved to Carlisle in 1989, when
he was appointed assistant borough manager. In 1994, he was promoted to city
manager. "I left Mercersburg under great
terms, but I wanted to manage a larger
city," says Bean. "Ca rlisle has a vibrant
downtown, a beautiful historic district, and
it's close to Washington and Baltimore."
The Carlisle Borough, county seat of
Cumberland County, works in a council/
manager form of government, with seven
council members. The council sets policies, manages the budget and works handin-hand with the city manager, who acts
as chief administrator. Bean implements
council policies, oversees personnel, controls financial management and prepares
the annual budget.
Bean oversees the $14-million budget,
supervises a workforce of 90 employees
and maintains the borough's mission of
"Excellence in Community Service." He
has helped bring to downtown a new hotel
and the borough's first parking garage. A
2002 survey conducted by the city showed
96 percent of residents thought Carlisle
was a "great community to live in."
"The course I took in statistics at )MU
actually benefited me in this case," jokes
Bean. "Who would have thought?"
Bean has served as president of the
Association of Pennsylvania Municipal
Managers and Carlisle's First Night celebration. He is a board member of Carlisle's
Downtown Association and also coaches
his daughter's soccer team, while fundraising for the local YMCA.
Settled by Scots-Irish immigrants in
175 I, Carlisle is located in the south central
part of Pennsylvania. The city has a successful recreation department and strong
education component as it is home to Dickinson College and Penn State's Law School.
"Being a sports junkie, I especially like
the parks and recreation part of my job,"
says Bean, who plays golf and tennis. "Carlisle is compared to a Norman Rockwell
painting. Great schools, neighborhood
parks, restaurants and a nice downtown:'
And some folks lead a Norman Rockwell life, like Bean, who is married to his
high school sweetheart, Ann.
Learn more about Bean's neck of the
woods at www.carlislepa.org.
- Janelle DiOrio ('03 )
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TRIPLE THREAT
BOONS A FUTURE
Thomas Earl "Tee"
Morris {'92) took his
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double major in theater and mass communi ca tions and
turned it into a triple
threat. He's a professional actor ( most
recently appearing in HBO 's miniser ies
The Wire) and a free-lance graphic artist.
This summer, he became a book author.
Morris has written stories since fifth
grade, but says, "I never took it seriously
enough to think I would be a writer."
His first novel is unique - from the
way it started out to the co-author he has
never met. MOREVI: The Chronicles of Rafe
and Askana is a historical-fantasy novel,
written entirely via e-mail. Morris and coauthor Lisa Lee met randomly through the
Internet. What started out as "innocent,
episodic e-mails" resulted in a book contract with The Dragon Moon Press.
The idea for the novel came from its
main characters. While surfing the 'Net,
Morris entered a chat room where users
were role-playing. He joined in with his
character, Rafe Rafton, while Lisa played
the character of Askana Moldarin, first
Queen of Morevi. "Our main characters
have various origins," Morris says. "The
swashbuckler Rafe Rafton is based on a
character I played for two seasons at the
Maryland Renaissance Festival."
Lee's strong female warrior character,
Askana, is a contradiction to her more
conservative upbringing in Malaysia. The
duo exchanged e-mails from February to
December 1999. Halfway through the
role-play, Morris reread the correspondence and thought, "I bet we could get
this published." By mid-December, he
and Lee met on a real-time Internet chat
and wrote the book's ending.
Morris' book tour, "Leap of Faith,"
began March 200 I at JMU's Madicon with
a reading and panel discussion. He also
made appearances at Astronomicon in
Rochester, N.Y., and at Harvard University.
Morris is working on a second book,
Bibbibub Baddings and the Case of the
Singing Sword, which won second place
in the Mary Deal First Chapter of a Novel
Contest. His other works, which premiered last summer, include Adobe Premier Power and Asleep at the Wheel. He is
also a contributing writer for an e-book,
The Complete Guide to Writing Fantasy.
After his book tours, Morris and Lee plan
a sequel to MOREVI. Check out the epic
tale at www.morevi.com.
- Janelle DiOrio ('03)

David Marshall and MicheUe live in Mechanics-

Ingrid Batra Schweickert started her own busi-

burg, Pa., with daughters, Katherine and Kyleigh,
and son, Evan Stokes, born 8/21/02.

ness as a life coach to support people making positive life changes.

Mark Gregory Martin is associate director of

Theresa Staropoli earned a masters of forensic
science from the University of Alabama-Birm ingham.

bands and director of athletics bands for Florida
International University in Miami. He earned a
doctorate of musical arts from the University of
Texas at Austin in May.
Doreen Jacobson Sanfelici earned a master's in
architecture from North Carolina State University
in Raleigh in May. She works in Durham, N.C.

19 92
Deborah Barrigan is touring the country as the
lead dancer in the Broadway show Blast.
Lance Preston Foshee earned a master's in business
administration from the Pamplin College of
Business at Virginia Tech. He is national sales
representative for West End Printing in Richmond.
Robin Partington Foutz and John built a house
on )eters Chapel Mountain near the Blue Ridge
Parkway in Vinton.
Mark A. Glover was elected president of Sherry
Laboratories in Muncie, Ind., a subsidiary of
Ontario Corp. He oversees all executive management and operation functions of the nationally
recognized laboratory network serving 3,800
clients in 25 countries. "Mark provides an energetic and technology-oriented style of management to Sherry Lab's team," says Kelly Stanley,
president and CEO of Ontario Corp. Sherry Laboratories provides a wide range of testing and
analytical services for plastics, rubber, metallurgical, ceramics, microbiological and environmental evaluation.

Scott A. Surovell started a law firm with four
· partners, Surovell, Markle, Issacs & Levy PLC in
Fairfax. He concentrates on civil, commercial
and criminal litigation, including family law.

19 94
Jennifer Stauffer Baldwin earned an M.B.A. from

Yale University School of Management. She lives
in Boston and works at the Whitehead Institute
for Biomedical Research.
Elizabeth Roach Dennis completed the chartered
property casualty underwriter program for insurance professionals and earned the CPCU designation. She is a claims examiner for Essex Insurance Co. of the Markel Corporation and lives in
Glen Allen with Dan and daughter, Mason
Anna, 1/23/01.
Katie Galvin is a major accountant representative
for McLeodUSA. She and Bill live in Chicago.
Jenny L Howard won an Emmy from the National
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences Washington, D.C. Chapter in the editing FSA/promotion category for her promo Fever.
Mandy Bigelow Parker is corporate travel manager

for Circuit City stores corporate headquarters in
Richmond. Mike, is human relations director for
the Richmond Behavioral Health Authority. They
live in Glen Allen with daughter, Emma Grace.

Aimee J. Howard is marketing director for Web
Methods in England.

Roberta Roberts is associate general manager
of Troika Entertainment and lives in Gaithersburg, Md.

Michael Knapp and Kerry McFarland ('94) live in
Charlotte, N.C., where he is an associate with the
Charlotte office of Smith, Currie & Hancock, LLP.

Amber Teagle Thompson earned her master's in
counseling from San Francisco State University.

Jill Stark Koeppen is marketing director for Suter's
Handcrafted Furniture in Harrisonburg. Her
husband, Jeff ('86) is a sales representative for
Aventis Pharmaceuticals.
Maureen MaguJa owns Creative Group Interiors,
a design firm specializing in residential and model
home design. She and Tim live in Virginia Beach.

19 93
Nicole Ardoin won the Switzer Environmental
Fellowship for graduate studies in eco-regional
and conservation education.

Melvin Wooding completed two months of train-

ing exercises and humanitarian missions in the
east-African nation of Djibouti. He also completed a six-month deployment to the Mediterranean Sea and Arabian Gulf.

1995
Deninne Arnold moved to Denver to teach high

school social studies.
Mark J. Ashe is a visiting professor at Westminster

College's economics and business department.
Jean "Jaye" Singer Brumfield and Jonathan ('92)

David "Kent'' Dodd is an insurance agent with Virginia Farm Bureau in Chester. Laura is a stay-athome mom to Candice, 4, and Lydia Jane, 1/2/02.

completed a cross-country trip and live in the
Shenandoah Valley. She owns The Hatchery
Design Co., a full-service graphic design firm,
and he is a mechanical engineer.

Dana Heller Levitt earned a doctorate in counselor education from the University of Virginia.
She is an assistant professor of counselor education at Ohio University.

Dina Relan is executive director of accounting and
systems integration at Armstrong Management
Services, a community management firm in Fairfax.

John Lucas completed his emergency medicine

residency and practices in Roanoke with Carilion Emergency Services.
Darren Hurlburt is vice president of finance and
administration for Maine Education Services.

Jennifer Sternberg Schonour is a neonatal intensive care nurse at the University of Pennsylvania
in Philadelphia. She lives in Hockessin, Del.,
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Jav Thomas earned a 2002 Communicator Award
i Distinction for print publications. He moved to
• 'ortbern Virginia and is a public relations writer
for the Society for Human Resource Management.

Thomas Clint Mitchell earned a master of
divinity and a master of arts in christian education
from Union Theological Seminary and Presbyterian
School of Christian Education.

19 98

1998

Rebecca Askew volunteered as a human resources
specialist in Olympic Village during the 2002
Wmter Olympics in Salt Lake City.

Peter Berger and Deborah McClelland ('OO) live
in Santa Fe, N.M.

Charles W. Hale IV ('99M) is assistant professor
of health and exercise science and associate athletics trainer at Bridgewater College.
Kerry Malloy earned her law degree from Fordham University School of Law. She works for
Hale & Dorr LLP in New York, N.Y.
Melissa Anderson McCay earned a master's from
George Mason University and teaches elementary
music in Fairfax county.
Jennifer Richards is an Army Transportation
Corps captain working as a military exercise
planner in Kaiserslautern, Germany. She was
deployed to Kosovo to support a KFO R exercise.
Scott Schucht moved from New York to London
to open and manage a new branch office for his
institutional stock brokerage firm, NeoNet.
Kris Fleshood Walker teaches first grade at
Brunswick Academy in Lawrenceville. She and
Scott live on Lake Gaston with their daughters,
Claire and Charlotte.

1997
Carrie Arbogast teaches kindergarten in Alaska.
Danielle Bridgeforth earned a law degree from
Howard University School of Law, where she
graduated cum laude. She is an attorney practicing pharmaceutical litigation and medical malpractice for Miller & Associates in Alexandria.
Kyle Buss earned a master's in medical science
and passed the national medical boards. He is in
urgent care practice in Greeley, Colo.

'!racy Cousino earned a master's in early childhood
special education. She lives in San Diego with
husband, Chris, a U.S. Navy supply officer.
Crystal Hill earned a master's in mathematics
with a concentration in operations research from

Virginia Commonwealth University. She is an
operations research analyst for the Department
of the Navy in Arlington.
Melanie Hooyenga is art director at J. Halcomb
Advertising in Chicago.
Andrea Condo Kendall earned a master's in social
work from Virginia Commonwealth University.
She is a crisis clinician for Valley Community
Services Board in Staunton.

Mike McFarland is a criminal investigator and
special agent tasked to the counterterrorism group
of the U.S. Customs Service, Baltimore office.
James W. Parrett Jr. earned a law degree from
the College of William & Mary Marshall Wythe
School of Law in May. He is an associate with
Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell in Wilmington, Del.

Cassandra Scrogham Byrne and Jason ('96) live
in Tallahassee, Fla., and celebrated their first
wedding anniversary.
Sean Currie is a special agent with the U.S. Customs Services in Baltimore.
Amy Eisenhower earned a master's in physical
therapy from Widener University in Chester,
Pa., and is a physical therapist at Health South
in Fairfax.
Joseph Sean Hensley earned a law degree from the
University of Maryland Law School and passed
the Maryland state bar exam.
Chad Hrbek earned a master of divinity and a
master of arts in christian education from UnionPSCE in Richmond. He is the minister at Newport's Mount Olivet United Methodist Church.
Kelly O'Connor Opipari is director of fraternity
and sorority affairs at Colgate University in
Hamilton, N.Y. Her husband Ben, also works at
Colgate as director of the writing center.
Christy Stone is associate director of new student
and family programs at Vanderbilt University.
Kimberly Livesay Upshaw teaches elementary
music in Spotsylvania County. Michael is a utilities
engineer with the State Corporation Commission.
Stephen Voss earned an M.B.A. from Virginia
Commonwealth University and is an accountant
for Maersk Sealand. He and Dana live in Charlotte.
Molly Amburn Whelsky ('OOM) is an assistant
area director at Boston University's Office of
Residence Life.

1999
Cindy Bennett is a benefits/compensation coordinator at Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
Laura Doudera Dobbs earned a master of science
from the art therapy program at Eastern Virginia
Medical School. She and Jon live in Virginia Beach.
Jennifer English earned a master's in speech-language pathology from Emerson College in Boston.
Alissa Anderson Gallegos teaches art and is
librarian at an elementary school in Mississippi.
Her husband, Evan, is a pilot in the U.S. Air Force.
Blaine G. Garrison completed Officer Candidate
School at Naval Aviation Schools Command,
Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla., and earned a
commission as a Naval officer.
Amanda Gift is a marketing manager for Signature
Financial Management Inc.
Kate Springer Keifer works for the public relations
agency, Fleishman-Hillard, where she creates Web
sites for the White House's anti-drug campaign.
Julie LeSuer earned a master's in college student
development and counseling from Northeastern
University in Boston. She is assistant director of

OD-SCREED ADD OFF
AT THE WB
"I've always liked a challenge, but I must say that
my career is incredibly
tough on one's spirit not to mention finances;'
says actress Lisa Poff ('95).
With a degree in English and a minor
in theater, Poff packed up her things and
headed cross-country to California from
Wilmington, N.C., in 1996. She's been
pursuing Hollywood dreams ever since. "I
didn't decide I wanted to act professionally until my senior year," she says. "But I
always knew I wanted to express myself."
Poff has appeared on the hit Warner
Brothers television shows The Gilmore
Girls and Sabrina the Teenage Witch.
"Luckily Sabrina doesn't tape before a
live audience - I would have been a
mess:' says Poff. The experience was still
nerve-racking, however, because the star
of the show, Melissa Joan Hart, directed
the episode. "She was quite pleasant,"
Poff says.
When not in front of the camera, Poff
is a receptionist for Warner Brother's
Extra, where she mingles on the WB lot
with actors from Friends and ER. "There
is no rhyme or reason to the crazy world
of entertainment;' she says. "Luck and
whom you know are huge factors. There
are just so few parts to go around."
And since it's also difficult to get a
good agent, Poff attends as many casting
director workshops as she can. She downplays the age-old "casting couch" legend,
explaining that casting workshops are
the best way for new actors to get noticed.
"Casting workshops are how most of my
friends and I have gotten our first jobs;'
says Poff, who has attended about 50
workshops and got her Screen Actor's
Guild card this year.
Poff's last on-screen appearance was
in 200 I, but she says, "I don't want to put
a specific time limit on myself. There may
come a point when either emotionally or
financially I won't be able to continue
[seeking parts], but I would never discourage a would-be actor. It has been
quite a ride - a manic-depressive career
choice with lots of lows. But the highs
are high enough to float you until the
next job."
Poff lives in Valencia, Calif., with
husband, James Cox, whom she met at
an audition. He is a supervising producer for Kaos Productions, which has
produced reality shows for the Learning
Channel, Discovery Channel and Animal
Planet. 'Tm just hoping he gets out of
reality shows and into film so he can
boost my career," laughs Poff.
- Janelle DiOrio ('03)
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Nicholas Kohn
('98) has seen 110
cities in 10 months.
But he's not a rock
star, he just plays
one at work. Kohn
portrayed the Big
Bopper in the traveling Broadway
musical The Buddy
Holly Story.
"Performing is
everything to me," says Kohn. "I feel like
everyone has a purpose in life, and mine
is to perform on a stage. The musicals and
operas I did at JMU were definitely the
beginning of my performing career."
Kohn, a music major, performed in
the JMU productions of Mikado, Kiss Me
Kate, The Tender/and, Hansel and Gretel
and Man of La Mancha.
"The hardest part about performing
300 shows of The Buddy Holly Story is
remembering that our characters aren't
made up," Kohn says. "They were real
people, a nd it's impo rtant for me to
remember that and try to bring life and
memories to the legacy of J.P. Richardson [a.k.a. the Big Bopper J."
Richardson was a performer with a
huge personality and the ability to make
audiences laugh, according to Kohn, who
like Richardson, is a "big guy who loves
music, laughing and performing."
The Buddy Holly Story rocked its way
through 46 states and Canada from September 2001 to June 2002, and Kohn says
he loved the travel. "We started this tour
right after Sept. 11 happened, and it was
very important for me to see the country
and remember what we are fighting for."
Kohn's best friend and brother, Mike,
won a bronze medal in the bobsled in
the 2002 Winter Olympics at Salt Lake
City. "Without Mike, I'm not sure I would
be pursuing this crazy career," says Kohn.
"We push each other to keep striving for
our dreams."
Read m ore about The Buddy Holly
Story at www.phoenixontour.com.
- Janelle DiOrio ('03)

student activities at the Maryland Institute College
of Art in Baltimore.
Kate McClintock earned a law degree from Seton
Hall University School of Law.
Lauren Risolo earned a law degree from St. John's
University School of Law.

2000
Jennifer Chalfin earned a master's in special
education from New York University. She teaches
second grade in the New York City public schools.
Kathleen Clermont earned a master's in speechlanguage pathology from Emerson College.
Bryan Dahlquist completed Officer Candidate
School at Naval Aviation Schools Command,
Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla., and earned his
commission as a Naval officer.
Julia Filz of Atlanta is regional public relations
manager for Ringling Brothers and Barnum &
Bailey and Disney on Ice.

In an interview on ESPN last summer, thenCincinnati Bengal Curtis Keaton was given the
unofficial title of "fastest man in the NFL."
Keaton can run the 40-yard dash in 4.23 seconds.
Beth McGinnis earned a master's in public health
from Oregon State University and Jives in the
m etro area of Portland, Ore.
Abby Muldawer earned her master's in speechlanguage pathology from Emerson College.

Pamela Jung {'96) to Rodman Martin, 7/20/02.
Polly Nesselrodt {'96) to John Ell is Nelson,
6/29/02.
Rebecca Sysko {'96) to Seth Ackerman ('94),
9/1 /0 l.
Shannon Tennant {'96) to Christoph Dietrich,
6/1/02.
Ki Griggs {'97) to Arnold Buursink, 6/1 /02.

Heather Griffiths ('97) to Matthew Ellison {'99),
7/27/02.
Molly Pilla ('97) to Scott Hayes, 6/ 2 I /02.
Mark Reed ('97) to Lynn Tasca, 7/14/01.
Russell Reed {'97) to Allison Templeton, 6/J 5/02.
Milena Tesfamikael ('97) to Nebiyou Essayas,
5/ 19/01.
Jennifer Tuskey ('97) to Matt Warren, 6/ 15/02.
Rebecca Walsh {'97) to Brandon Park, 5/25/02.
John Andersen ('98) to Michelle Wells, 7/20/02.
Kari Bonomo {'98) to Kevin Creehan, 3/9/02.
Alicia Bryan ('98) to Shawn Motyka, 6/6/02.
Linda Chittick ('98) to Jeremy Beck, 6/1/02.
Kristen Finlayson ('98) to James Yeom {'97),
8/11/02.
Karla Fitchett ('98) to Adam Hanes, 6/29/02.
Sarah Kelch {'98) to Gary Garrett, 6/ I /02.
Pamela Kraljevich ('98) to Orlando Ruiz {'99),
6/1/02.
Kara Elise Kurek {'98) to Alan Robert Silverman,
7/J 3/02.

Andrea Polizzi earned her master's in speech
pathology from Hofstra University.

Nicole Alexis McHenry {'98) to David Fitzgerald,
7/19/02.

Sharon Rosenfeld earned a masters' in speechlanguage pathology from Emerson College.

Melissa Palladino ('98) to Jason Roberts, 8/3/02.
Tara Perilla ('98) to Matthew Pettengill, 5/25/02.

Jodi Speth completed the officer indoctrination course.

Angela Rager {'98) to Brian Williams, 9/1/01.

2001

Cathy Schafer {'98) to Ryan McKay, 8/ I 7/02.

Sandra Lynne Mendoza is an advertising typesetter and copywriter for the Navy Exchange Service Command in Virginia Beach.

WEDDINGS

J. Carter Robertson {'98) to Kiji Nibs, 8/10/02.
Kimberly Schloss {'98) to Todd Markin, 6/15/02.
Alissa Anderson ('99) to Evan Gallegos, 7/6/02.
Dana Beth Cooper ('99) to Shane Juntunen ('Ol),
7/4/02.
Renee Darling ('99) to Ryan Fitzmorris, 6/22/02.

Sheila Hughes ('93) to Scott Allen Mason, 6/ 15/02.

Brett Alan Ergenbright ('99) to Amanda Lumley,
6/15/02.
Christine Hathaway {'99) to Kevin Fitzsimmons,
6/29/02.
Julie Ann Hathaway ('99) to Brent Michael Speier,
6/1 /02.
Carla Moore ('99) to Christopher Carter, 8/3/02.
Margaret Elizabeth Priddy ('99) to Christopher
Patrick Ivey {'97), 8/31/02.
Kate Springer {'99) to Steven Keifer, 8/24/02.

Suzanne Wilson ('93) to Jonathan Moody, 6/23/02.
Katie Galvin {'94) to Bill Lauritzen, 7/20/02.

Tracy Walsh ('99) to Augustus Lewis Collier
5/18/02.

1980s
Claudia Peters ('87) to Mark Benedetti, 9/22/01.

1990s
Bill Judge ('91) to Michelle Fekas, 4/6/02.
Donna Martz ('91) to Ron Abernathy, 7/02.
Melissa Kayser ('92) to James "Jamie" Baird, 8/6/02.

Ann Hart ('94) to Steve Malekzadeh, 9/ I /02.

Jr.,

2000s

Carla Frye {'95) to Travis Brian Williams, 6/ 15/02.

Cassandra Cain ('OO) to Wesley Lindquist, 9/ 1/02.

Anne Kunkle {'95) to Thomas Janousek, 4/27/02.

Elizabeth Page Conner ('OO, '02M) to Daniel
Leighton Meador, 10/26/02.

Elizabeth McCormack ('95) to Jason Ford ('94) ,
7/13/02.
Jennifer Sternberg ('95) to Craig Schonour, 7/ 13/02.
Lellie Cherry {'96) to Kyle Swords, 10/26/0l.
Karen Gurick {'96) to Duncan Alexander Kenneth
Stewart, 7/13/02.

Rebecca Marie Church ('OO) to Jeffrey Keith
Carroll, 6/ 22/02.
Stacy Engelbert ('OO) to Kevin Bucher ('98),
5/12/01.

Kimberly Layton ('00) to Julian Mino r Quarles
Moffett Jr., 6/6/02.

John Mark Millen ('87) and Patricia, a son,
Matthew Connor, 2/7/02.

Erica Elizabeth Owens ('OO) to Tim Joel Daigneau
('OJ), 7/13/02.

Valeta Bostic Davisson ('88) and Chuck, a
daughter, Erin Grayce, I 1/15/01.

Connie Viar ('OO) to Jonathan David Meeks,
7/13/02.
Stephanie Berg ('Ol) to Robert Donnan ('OO),
8/l 1/02.
Kimberly Castora ('OJ) to Craig Fi chandler ('OO) ,
6/8/02.
Jennifer DeCicco ('Ol) to Joshua Hutzler, 7 /27 /02.

I

Marisa Domenech ('Ol) to Matthew Ducker,
4/16/02.
Wendy Michelle Gill ('O J) to Adam Pearson
Greene ('98, 'OOM), 6/29/02.
Cary Green ('OJ) to Nick Irvine ('OO), 5/25/02.
Emily Johnson ('Ol) to Sean Packard, 9/14/02.
Jessica Nicholas ('Ol ) to Marco Wayne Smith,
4/13/02.
Sarah Ellis ('02) to Matthew Crosby, 6/29/02.
Katherine Tompkins ('02) to Wesley Swain, 7/20/02.
Beth Nicole Woods ('02) to Richard Hartman
Sakshaug, 6/1 /02.

fUTUU DUKES
197 0s
Randolph Hite ('78) and Kelly, a son, Jackson
Charles, 3/12/02.

19 80s
Terry Patterson Morgan ('81) and Jeff, a daughter, Monserrat Camille, 6/25/01, adopted 3/4/02.
William S. Corey Jr. ('82) and Cathryn, a daughter,
Nina Lane, 7/17/02.
Shirley Elaine Hannah ('82) and John Rosenbaum,
a son, Adam, 1/27/02.
Brian Skala ('83) and Danelle, a daughter, Julia
Margaretta, 8/2/02.
John Howard ('84) and Stacy Trader ('91), a
daughter, Virginia Ann, 2/7/02.
David Gottfried ('85) and Dottie, a son, Samuel
Zachary, 6/21/02.
Daniel Quigley ('85) and Karen, a son, Thomas
Walker, 8/15/02.
Dodee Coble Smith ('85) and Clavis, a son,
C handler Jacob, 3/29/02.
Daryl Harrison Carson ('86) and Steve, a son,
"Sutter " Sutherland Louis Harrison, 7/18/02.
Brian B. Hogan ('86) and Mary Jo, a son, Brett
T homas, 7/3 1/02.
Pam Ewing Stauffer ('86) and Darren, a son,
Samuel Paul, 4/2/02.
Karen Crandall Chiodo ('87) and Gene, a
daughte r, Gianna Yvonne, 2/2 1/02.
Susan Wampler Dommer ('87) and Rob, a son,
Lucas A llen, 12/26/01.
Becky Campbell McAneny ('87) and Paul, a
d a ughter, Erin Elizabeth, 5/14/02.

Jon Friedline ('88) and Darlene, twin sons,
Nicholas George and Matthew James, 9/2/01.
Tina Swope Kiracofe ('88, '97M) and Karl,
twins, Tucker Michael and Kaley Marie, 8/1 /02.
Bettina Regeci Shepard ('88) and Bill, a son,
Jack Andrew, 2/ 19/02.
Ann Marie Irwin Bowman ('89) and Ronald, a
son, Jacob Wilson, 5/14/01.
David Campbell ('89) and Kristin Macinnes, a
daughter, Camryn Renee, 10/5/01.
Julie Johnson Duregger ('89) and Joel, a daughter,
Julia Grace, 8/8/01.
Craig Fredericks ('89) and Amy, a daughter,
Emma Greason Burk, 12/ 19/01.
Anne Futch Farmer ('89) and Charles ('92) a
daughter, Ava Blue, 3/15/02.
Sarah Gillman Giolando ('89) and Salvatore, a
son, Salvatore Giolando III, 7/11/02.
Christian Neeble ('89) and Amy, a son, Harrison
Reed, 5/27/02.
Delia Turano Schadt ('89) and Stuart, a daughter,
Isabella Rosemary, 8/29/0 1.
Greg Smith ('89) and Jill Parish ('90), a son,
Samuel Emmett, 6/4/02.
Betsy "Sapy'' Sapyta Whiting ('89) and Jeff, a
daughter, Madyson Rose, 3/13/02.

1990s
Sharyn Whitlock Blaylock ('90) and Kenneth, a
son, Kenneth Ray lll, 7/ 20/02.
Lance Doty ('90) and Michele Sprecher ('91), a
son, Lawson Pierce, 6/17/02.
Robert F. Jordan ('90) and Tonda, a son, Isaiah
Robert, 4/9/02.
Sally Patterson LeCras ('90) and Timothy, a
son, Samuel Finley, l 2/3/01.
Mark Pankey ('90) and Brigitte, a son, Gage
Mason, 7/3/02.
Beth Holder Sodie ('90) and Eron, a daughter,
Emma Sylvia, 9/9/01.
Nancy Fabry Stuebner ('90) and David, a son,
Andrew Fabry, 2/24/02.
Sarah Willis Terrill ('90) and Robert, a son, Stuart,
7/2/02.
Stacy Winkelmann Carr ('91) and Chuck, a
daughter, Julia Rose, 7/19/02.
Catherine Jones Daley ('91) and Matthew, a
son, William Walter, 5/10/02.
Ruth Joanne Haxton Huffman ('91) and Eric, a
son, Zachary Donovan, 8/16/02.
Mary MacDonald Jones ('91) and Samuel, a
son, Wyatt Allen, 9/17/02.
Cathleen Casseday Maloney ('91) and Robert, a
daughter, Grace Colleen, 5/23/02.
Kathleen Clark Simone ('91) and Frank, a
daughter, Mia Christine, 7/23/02.
Laurie Roselli Todd ('91) and Scott, a son,
Matthew Scott, 5/8/02.
Jennifer Shue Butler ('92) and Ralph, a son,
Robert Lawrence, 6/27/02.

EH LIBRIS
Books by JMU Alumni

The Organ Donor
2002 Double Dragon
Publishing e-Books
By Matthew Warner ('95)
ISBN 1-894841-88-3

I

.

The Organ Donor is a supernatural
thriller and the first novel by Matthew
Warner ('95), who says the inspiration for
his e-book came from the People's Republic of China's policy of selling organs harvested from death row prisoners. "The
book was written for entertainment," says
Warner. "But I also wanted to draw attentio n to the thriving and corrupt trade of
human body parts. Although the law forbids it, the Chinese government harvests
organs from death row prisoners for transplantation at more than 100 hospitals. My
book follows American brothers who purchase a kidney fro m the Chinese black
market. What they didn't know was that
its unwilling donor was an executed prisoner an immortal 5,000-year-old
being from Chinese mythology. Pursuing
the brothers to Washington , this ancient
king will stop at nothing to recover what
was once his."
A member of the Horror Writers Association, Warner has p ublished short stories
in Tourniquet Heart, Extremes III and
Stories of Fear III. He also coordinated
the republication of Lovecraft at Last, by
H.P. Lovecraft. Read more about Warner's
writing at www.matth ewwarner.com.
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Yours, Aiden
2002 1st Books Library
By Edward G. Kardos ('91 J
ISBN 1-4033-1989-8

The first novel by Edward G. Kardos
('82), Yours, Aiden, is about friendships
and self-enlightenment. According to !st
Books Publishing, the novel is set in the
'70s at a Catholic boys boarding school
in Virginia's Shenandoah Valley. The main
character, Sean, tells his story of delineation and how his life changed when he
met Aiden. "Sean moves from a typical boy
to a man who learns to listen to himself,"
says Kardos, who grew up in a Catholic
family in Richmond. "Sean learns to value
each moment. Each solitary path we travel,
like Sean, comes together at the same spot.
That is, if we are willing to look within."
Kardos is director of development for
the School of Nursing at Virginia Com m o nwealth University. He directed the
JMU annual fund from 1987 to 1991 and
has received two writing awards from the
Council for the Advancement and Support
of Education. Alumni can contact Kardos
at yoursaiden@earthlink.net.
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He Dukes fans!

Be on the outside
Engrave your name on a brick in the plaza of
the state-of-the-art Athletics Performance Facility
and share the victory.

Stephanie Robbins Forbes ('92, '93M) and Jeff
('90, '92M), a daughter, Sam antha Leigh, 2/27/02.
Barbara Bach Gladieux {'92) to Kenneth, a son,
Maxwell Louis, 7/26/02.
Ann Elizabeth Lindblom Henderson ('92) and
Bill, a daughter, Ellen Elizabeth, 3/23/02.
Ryan Hill ('92) and Krista Baggett ('91) , a
daughter, Carolyn Ainsley, 5/1 4/02 .
Tracy Tinkham Jackson ('92) and Brian, a
daughter, Regan Elisabeth, 4/26/02.
Amy Riley Johnson {'92) and Michael, a son ,
Riley Michael, 5/30/02.
John Kenyon Jr. {'92) and Colleen, a son , John
Edward III, 7/13/02.
Jill Quaid Randles ('92) and Jeff, a daughter,
Annabelle Lynn, 5/22/02.
Kendra Brown Shifflett {'92) and Curtis, a son ,
Henry Grant, 4/5/02.
Laura Rucker Steinberg ('92) and David, a son,
Jason Alexander, 2/22/02.
G. J. Sucher ('92) and Christine, a son, G.J. V, 7/2/02.
Michelle Bianco Sullivan {'92) and Mark, a
daughter, Julia Elizabeth, 12/20/01.
Marjorie Villaflor ('92) and Kevin Dewey ('91) ,
a daughter, Cam eron Alyssa, 12/11/01.

Get inside the locker room with past players
and put your name on a locker. Athletes of
Madison 's yesteryear have first dibs on lockers
1 to 99, but the rest are for anyone to name.

Melissa Biglin Whatley ('92) and Doug, triplets,
daughters, Julia Elizabeth, Katherine Ellis and
son, Alexander Jam es, 5/22/01.
David "Kent" Dodd ('93) and Laura, a daughter
Lydia Jane, 1/2/02.
Bernie Dombrowski ('93) and Andrea, twins, a
son, Richard Allen and daughter, Madison Nicole,
9/1 6/02.
James Edmunds {'93) and Kristy, a daughter,
Madison Avaleen, 3/ 1/02.
Christine Smith Kinsky {'93) and Joseph, a
daughter, Grace Judith, 5/ 15/02.
Charles "Chuck" Douglas Lionberger {'93) and
Michelle Tolbert {'94) , a daughter, Gillian Ryan ,
1/9/02.
Christiane Neto Lourenco ('93) and Severin ,
twins, a daughter, Jessica and a son, Steven, 5/31/02.
Saga Neuland Terrell {'93) and Ben, a daughter,
Ella Linnea, 6/5/02.
Jennifer Reedy Spangler {'93) and Derek, a
daughter, Madeleine Estelle, 2/25/02.

You'll be boosting team morale and giving
players the most essential ingredient they
need to win: your support.

Annamarie Redpath Spencer {'93) and Richard
{'94) , a son, Ian Christian, 7/8/02.
Melissa Casey Caldwell ('94) and Kevin {'90,
'97M), a son, Andrew Wayne, 7/1 0/02.

Be on the inside too

As Coach Mickey Matthews will tell you, a sure
step to victory in modern college football is the
improved team morale inspired by a spacious
and functional locker room.

Here's How
Naming a locker costs $1,000; engraving your
name on a brick costs $250. Find out more
about these two sweet deals at jmusports.com
or call the Duke Club at (540) 568-6414.

Christina Frey Cohn ('94) and Jeffrey, a daughter,
Emily Renee, 7/26/02.
Edward Joseph DuRocher ('94) and Wendy
Miles, a daughter, Madison Elizabeth, 8/2/02.
Alex Gutierrez {'94) and Jennifer Schuster
{'95) , a daughter, Megan Alexandra, 11/23/01.
Robert Holsinger ('94) and Kari, a daughter,
Ashley, 6/24/02.
Randy Moran ('94) and Julie Ackert, a daughter,
Molly Lynn, 6/28/02.
Barry David Pearson ('94) and Suzanne Lakes
{'93, '94M), a son, Silas David, 4/4/02.
Marla Seidelman Rozyckie ('94) and Stephen, a
son, Stephen Samuel, 6/26/02.
Pam Wolpert Scharfenberger ('94) and Jody, a
son, Joseph Michael III, 7/20/02.

Diron Smith ('94) and Dana, a son, Braeden
Joseph, 6/29/02.
Jennifer Haddock Sober ('94) and Ross, a son,
Griffin William, 7/19/02.
Lisa Wheeler Strain ('94) and Billy, a daughter,
Sydney Lyn, 7/4/02.
David "Greg" Sturgill ('94) and Kelly, a daughter,
Morgan Briana, 5/6/02.
Jennifer Stimpson Childress {'95) and Kenny, a
daughter, Meghan Ashby, 6/27/02.
Lisa Paffrath Dixon {'95) and Neil, twin sons,
Riley Th om as and Dylan Henry, 7/24/02.
Nicole Dobson Alexander {'95) and Michael, a
son, Dan, 11 /2/01.
Sara Rowen Fleeharty {'95) and Sean, a daughter,
Megan Shea, 4/19/02.
Lesley Scarborough Ginder {'95) and Chad, a
daughter, Claire Annalee, 4/1 8/02.
Jennifer Oneal Cooper Graves ('95) and Peter, a
son, Coby Cooper, 3/13/02.
Dara Pouchet Flaherty ('95) and Regis, a daughter,
Camille Alexis, 10/27/0 1.
Karen O'Sullivan Seifert {'95) and Justin, a
daughter, Ana Kelly, 6/23/02.
Daniel Sheehan ('95) and Sarah Alexander
{'96) , a son, Alexander "Alex" Patrick, 7/6/02.
Lori M. Simms {'95) and Butch Dreany, a
daughter, Meghan Mackenzie, 7/8/02.
Jason T. Sterling {'95) and Renae, a daughter,
Sydney Charm , 9/22/01.
Sarah Egan Warren {'95) and Andrew, a daughter, Eleanor Grace, 6/24/02.
Katrina Widder ('95) and Michael Smith {'96),
a daughter, Anna Victoria, 6/30/02.
Leanne Cannon Besachio {'96) and David, a
daughter, Catherine Antonia, 6/28/02.
Maggie Lee Charlton ('96) and Bill, a daughter,
Emily Gail, 12/15/01.
Keri Taylor Crovella ('96, '98Ed. S.) and Dennis,
a son, Connor Daniel, 7/27/02.
Jason Hart {'96) and Laurie Shields ('95) , a
daughter, Elizabeth Jane, 2/9/02.
Meredith Storck Kane {'96) and Jeffrey {'94) , a
son, Matthew Daniel, 8/8/02.
Linda Gill Kozlowski {'96) and Kevin {'94) , a
daughter, Karley Madison, 6/2 1/02.
Rob Kuncken {'96) and Dawn, a son, Matthew
Robert, 5/28/02.
Melissa Anderson McCay ('96) and Christopher, a son, Nathaniel Christopher, 4/20/02.
Denise Henry Orndorff ('96) and Eddie, a son,
Lucas Daniel, 4/29/02.
Justin A. Smith ('96) and Tara Chadwick ('97),
a daughter, Grace Isabella, 2/9/02.
Mark Voorheis ('96) and Erin , a son , Robert,
7/ 11 /02.
Stacey Neely Antoine ('97) and Steven ('95) , a
daughter, Neely James, 5/ 16/02.
Tracy Lattanzio Cousino ('97, '98M) and
Christopher, a son, Benjamin Felix, 7/I 9/02.
Adam Crowley ('97) and Megan, a daughter, Kaitlyn Margaret, 6/3/02.
Kimberly Copeland Mislock ('97) and Steven, a
daughter, Madelyn An ne, 6/ 18/02.
Milena Tesfamikael ('97) and Nebiyou Essayas,
a daughter, Lianna, 11/5/01.

atalie Webb Thompson ('97) and Michael, a
daughter, Laura Taylor, 4/8/02.
Kari Bonomo Creehan ('98) and Kevin, a son,
Ryan Matthew, 7/17/02.
Krista Soplop Peters ('98) and Tim ('99), a daughter, Ella Katherine, 9/24/01.
Katie Kelley West ('98) and Kevin ('94), a daughter, Madeline Grace, 6/9/02.

2000s
Loretta Stauffer Tschetter ('OO) and Mike, a son,
Jordan Michael, 4/26/02.
Tiffany Burns Beckley ('02) and Daniel, a son,
Daniel Eugene II, 6/18/02.

IN MEMORIAM
Frances Ames Kellam James ('35) of Northhampton, 7/21/02.
Frances Jolly Waldo ('35) of Evan s, Ga., I/ 18/01.
Nancy Chappelear Baird ('40) of Harrisonburg,
11/3/ 02.
Marjorie Wood Hillenmeyer ('41) of Louisville,
Ky., 6/9/02.

yauwan1 m11

Julia Kilpatrick Cox ('42) of Southern Shores,
N .C ., 6/ 2/02.

If the Father of the Constitution

Allison Belle Tripple ('42) of Norfolk, 5/3/02.
June Arbogast Lunsford ('43) of Staunton, 8/ 10/02.
Betty Lou Flythe Hollowell ('45) of Portsmouth,
8/26/02.

and the first First Lady had ever met at Kissing Rock,

Emma Jo Camden Hughes ('47) of Big Island,
7/10/ 02.

what do you suppose they would have discussed?

Eugenia "Jean"Savage Langley ('49) of Washingto n , D.C., 5/22/02.
Harold Logan ('52) of Dayton, Va., 3/31/02.
William Lineberry ('86) of Springfield, 5/26/02.
Pamela Kisthart ('96) of Roanoke, 10/0 I.

They're back
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The JMU Bookstore can't keep them in stock. Purchase your

E

L
I

own set of these famous figures from history • 9-inch, plush James and Dolley Madison

E
R

Famous Be'An collectibles• created by Creation Station LLC • Each figure is $12.50,

Jason A. Morris ('99) of Maple Glen, Pa., 3/16/02.

plus tax and shipping. • Call the JMU Bookstore (800) 280-7543 • Benefits the James

Anne Elizabeth Pemberton ('99) of Fairfax Station, 3/16/02.

Madison Center
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------------------------------------------------Have a baby?

Did you get married? •

I

Let your classmates know what's going on in your life!

,

~

I
1 Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class Year ___
I
I
I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __

I

I

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State _ __

ZIP _ _ __

Please submit your class note to JMU, Office of Alumni
Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.

CLASS NOTE

I
I Phone: home (
- - - - - - - - - work (
I
I
1 E-mail - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - -- 1

I
I

Spouse

(include maiden) - - - - - - - - - - - - -

·----------------------------~

Find a new Job7 (

3

The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is
no more than a year old. Please send notice aher weddings
and births have occurred and aher degrees have been
completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to
include both spouses' names (including maiden), class years,
wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement?
Did you remember to include both parents' names, class years,
child's name and birth date?

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-----------------·

Please anticipate that it will take approximately six months, or two issues, for your class note to appear in Montpelier. We appreciate your patience.

A SPECIAL TRIBUTE

With our gifts to JMU, Georgia and I really wanted to do something to show the high esteem we have for education. And we
wanted to honor my parents with a special tribute. Working with
the university, we designed a planned gift that includes both
annual giving and a deferred gift. Each year, our outright gift
funds the Earl and Ruth Williamson Mosier Fellowship, which
supports research and an annual lecture by distinguished professors in education and psychology. Our deferred gift will provide at least $750,000 toward the endowment of the Ea rl and
Ruth Williamson Mosier Chair of Psychology.
A MEANINGFUL LEGACY

My father enjoyed some eminence in the field of ed ucation and
considered the endowed chair the capstone of his professional
life, especially because it would go on in perpetuity.
A WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE

My mother was a long-time professor of home economics. As we
planned our gifts, she was quite specific that the Mosier Fellows
should share their work in a public lecture. She is so pleased with
their work. Since my father passed away, my mother continues to
attend the annual lectures. Our gifts to JMU have turned out to
be a wonderful experience for our family.

There are many ways to remember JMU in your charitable giving and

Eugene and Georgia Munday Mosier
of Lexington, Va., and Naples, Fla.

estate plans. For more information, please contact Ted Sudol, J.D. ,
director of the Office of Planned Giving, at (BOO) 296-6162 or
sudoltj@jmu.edu.

Left to right: retired attorney Georgia Munday Mosier and retired PPG
Industries vice president and JMU Foundation Board of Directors vice
chairman Eugene Mosier with his mother, Ruth Mosier
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